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PREFACE 
I 
In todayrs world of expanding communication services, the geostationary orbit is  
rapidly becoming an extremely valuable and limited earth peeource, Nations demand 
specific positions o r  ffslotslq in the orbit corresponding to their geographic longitude, 
ar,aking to maximize their territorial coverage and satellite performance. Com-mon 
carriers within a developed nation demand equal rights for the best slots. Competi- 
tion has been atrong in the deyeloped nations, and the developing nations are now 
voicing their concern, 
At geosynchroaoiis altitude, independent satellites operating at the same fre- 
quency must be separated by about 4 degrees of longitude to prevent R F  interference 
(30 dB separation), dictated by the large beamwidths of the small affordable ground 
antennas now in use. About 80 ffslotsff, therefore, exist around the world, with about 
12 over the U. S. and our northern and southern neighbore. 
I !  
I 
The frequency spectrum ie also a valuable and limited resource which is rapidly 
I 
approaching saturation, particularly in those regions of low noise and freedom from 
atmospheric attenuation. 1 
! 
Both resources are now allocated worldwide by the International Telecommuni- 
cations Union operating through subservient multinational and national agencies. I 
Reallocation cannot solve our basic orbital arc  a d  frequency saturation problems. j 
Recent studies have shown projected traffic demands which will saturate both the ' '4 
geostationary orbital arc  and the optimal frequency spectra in the near future. 
i 
i ' 
I 
Motivation for the rapid adoption of satellite communications services i s  primarily j a 
- 
I economic. Savings csrn be significant if the cost, complexity, and size of ground 
I I stations can be redtlcad by application of advanced communications and support tech- 
! nologies to a few satellites with expanded capabilities. 
, 
I What is  the solution to our orbital arc  and frequency spectruln sabratio 
I a solution which also lends itself to reduction of user co~lts? 
! r 
I One viable solution i s  the aggregation of many transponders, large antennas, and 
I connectivity switches on board a small number of large orbital facilities. Such faci- 
I Uties, or  platforms, can provide common power and housekeeping services to a num- 
I ber of coexistent communications systems, making maximum use of a single orbital 
I 1 slot. Large antennas with multiple spot beams and good isolation, bandwidth reduc- 
I tion, polarization diversity, and system interconnectivity can provide an equivalent i 1 transponder capacity over the U.S. at  least an order of magnitude greater than the projected traffic demand for the peap 2000. 
I 
!' fii 
In 1978, NASA initiated feoeibility studieo b dncourage development of gee- 
stationary platforms, anbioipatlng *tho need for inofensad communiontlons aervioas 
in the near decades, at  lowor costs. These studies established the need and require- 
menta for, and the feaslbillty of, such plaffom\p. NASAvs George C. Marshall Spnoe 
Flight Center has the herasponsibllity for implementing the Geostntionnry Platform 
Program. 
The initiN GoostaWsnary Platform  hose A Study, under the direction of the 
Msrshnll spabe Flight Cqnter, was performed by General Dynamics Convnlr Division 
of San Diego with Cornsot Oorporation of Clarksburg, ~ n r y l a n d ,  as subcontrimtpr. 
The shdy  wna completed in, June 1900 and dealt primarily with the requireman&. 
missions, concept$, nnd pmgrammatioa of Operational Geostationttry Platforms of 
the 19808, Objective of the study was to establish a basis for development of an 
Experimental Geostationnry Platform with n mid-1880s launch, paving the way for 
the Opri~*ationd Platforms of the 1990s. 
1 
A follow-on study with o primary thrust toward definitiotl of the Experimentnl u 1 I Geostationary Platform was nuthori$ed s ta r thp  1 April 1980, overlapping the initial 1 
study by three months to aocomxqodate n speoial h s k  for the Large Spaoe Systems i 
Technology (LSST) progmm munagement, il 
I 
1 n 
Tilia report documents the results of the LSBT Bpeoinl Emphasta Task, analysis f 
of structural requirements doriving from the initial Phase A Operational Geosbtlonary 
Plntform study. The remaining volume6 of tile Follow-on S W y  Find  Report will be 
published in early 1981, upon completion of the study. I $i 
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In May 1879, NASA/MSFC placed Generef Dynamics Convslr Division under eon- 
tract for a GeostnMonary Platform Systems Concepts Dellnition Study, NASR-33627, 
wlth Comsat Corporation as a subcontractor. Thwst of the study was toward. con- 
ceptual deflnitlo~l of Operational GleosLotlonary Platfoms of the 14908, to provide a 
data base for definltlon of an Experimental Geostationary Platform. Results of the 
lnitlal study cbnfirmed the need for a follow-on study with respect to definltlon of an 
Expnrlme;ltal Plehform, and also emphasized the need for greater depth of anttlysis 
wlth reapeot to technology requtrements for operational platforms. 
I 
s In April 1980i the Inltlal Study contract was extended to include the Follow-on I 
! 
Study. Objectives of the Follow-on Study were to update the Initial Study; analyze, 
ldendfy operations, evaluate, and select a preferred Experimental Platform concept; 
and identify requirements in the area of Large Space Systems Technology (LSST). 
I 
i 
The George C. Marshall Smog Flight Center hau tho xeaponslbillty within NASA to I 
To attain thelr objectlvea, lour tasks were deflned in the Statement of Work for 
thls study, continuing the sequence of tasks from the original seven tasks in the 
II In1 tial Study: 
I Task 8 - Initial Study bpdate. 
I Refine and update results of the Initial Study pertaining to Operational . 
I Geostationary Platforms of the 1990s, to reflect updated traffic models, 
trades, new payload requirements, and configurntions. 
Task 9 - Experimental ~lat iorm Analysis & Definition. 
Analyze, identify, and evaluate optlons for a mid-1980s ExperimenW 
Platform; select a preferred concept; and develop a preliminary definition 
I of the preferred concept. 
Task 10 - Development of Programmatic (Cost & Schedule) Data. 
Define and*develop Phase U/D cost and schedule data for the candidate 
I and selecled Experimental Platform concepts. 
, 
I 
("/ 
Task 11 - LSST Special Emphasis Task. 
Further define candidate Operational Geostationary Platform concepts for t 
the 1990e and ldentlfy requirements in the area of Large Space Sysbms 
Technology. 
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implement the Geoshtionny Platform progrm - to LnWab ooncephl&l studleu, develop t 
feasible oonoept8, ooordlnate user needs and teohnology requlrementu, and promote I !  
aotlvitles aimed at system hardware solution8 b the projeobd platfom conflgurationu 1 i 
of fhe 1990s. 
At NASA18 request (a8 ahown in Figure I), Tw& 11 w u  to bs aompleted dlrrt b 
pmvlde NABA Large Spaoe Syiystema Teohnolocf p s y ~ w  management with date lor 
future planning. Also at NASA's reque~t.  Task 11 re3~uits l o r e  to be ~ubmittsd upon 
i. 
completion of the bak am a aspfirate volume of the Final Report, preoedlng tho volumes 
soheduled for prblioation at the end of the contruot. 
J I 
TaCk 11 wra completed in July 1080, and La the subject of this report, Volume M 
of the Follow-On Study final report* The remPlnlng volumes, as  ldentlfied on the 
lnalde front oover of this report, will be w b l i ~ h d  'iit early 1981, upon oompletlon of 
the atudy, . -* 
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Figure 1. Follow-On Study task and milestone schedule. 
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ZSST SPECIAL EMPWASE TASK 
L 
I i 
The Operational Geostationary Platlorn program hat$ been selected by the NASA 
Lame Space Syutems Technology (LSST) progrm: ~ s n a g e m e n t  ps a major teohnology I 
focus miaaion. 
This task, ~ m k  11 of the Phsse A Geostationary Platfom F~ollow-On Stqdy, wU1 
nsslst in identifying 8tructu~al systoRl~l teohnologies that sliould be dovoloped 6 corn- 
plemcnt the evrrlution of the Geoatationury Platfoms and oti~er elated missions, 
nesults of the study, L. 0, , the e t ruch rd  eystem requirements and conflguratton 
definitions developed tn this task, will be used by structural tockolcg i~ ts  whose 
interests lie tn conetruction concoptg, methoda, and equfpment;, 
Four Operational P h ~ t f o m  oonftgurations were selected by NASA for further 
dsflqiiisn in the Follow=On gtudy, to ccrver the range of oosca@s identified in the rnitiai 
Study. The range of croncepts inoludos packaged platforms from lees than half a 
Shuttle cargo-bay length to full cargo-bay length for nominal and high communications 
traffic models, respectively, constellatione of platforms vs. docked platform modules, 
and transfer vehiclse from IUS to Centaur and OWa, The four configurations 
selected are shown in Figure 2, They are: 
Alternative #1 - 26 ft, long, 16,000 lb packaged platform modules accom- 
modating the low traffic model, each delivered to low earth orbit with an 
attached single-stage expendable O W ,  deployed, and transferred to a geo- 
stationary oonstellation of platform modules, 
Alternative #2 - Same as #I, but configured for docking at geostationary 
orbit to fmm a single largo platfom, 
Alternatf've 83 -- Full oargo-bay, 37,000 lb packaged platfom modules 
T accommodating the high traffic model, each delivered to 1ci-i~ earth orbit, 
deployed, mated to a 2-stage reusable OTV delivered to low earth orbit 
in two addieional, Shuffle flights, and transferred to a geostationary con- 
stellation of platform modules. 
- Alternative #4 - Same as 13, but configured for docking at  geoatatlonary 
I 
1 ; orbit to fornl a aingle large platform. i ' 
1 
n 
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I Figure 26 Selected Operational Geostationary Platform confiyrations, 1 1 
i 
1 
The purpose of Task If. 1s to furtrtt~er defino the four alternative concepts selected, 
emphasizing the structurnl requirement aspects, and identifying the technology needs i i 
in the area of Large Space Systems Technology. Specifically, four subtasks are to be i 
addressed, with emphasis on the first three dntn development tasks in Mle structural 
requirements area, Each subtatlk is addressed in n separate section of this report, 
1 
1 
I as follows: i 
3 
i 
i Sectioti 1, Utilitiee Accommodation, Requirements for utilities distributiion 
# between pl~itfarm subsystems and mission equipment, which must be aoccrxnmodated 1 
by o t  Integrated with the structural system, are defined, The utilities items Include I 
'jjPcUer distribution busses, signal and data cables, fluid lines, and othor equipment L 
* 
witlct~ influences the platform structure design. Requirements include the size and 
number of the utility lines, bend radii, attachment provisions, routing, deployment 1 
motions, and joint configurations, Methods for structural acoommodation are defined 
for  depL2yment elements, Including e-upanding masts, telescoping masts, rotating 
! 
I 
I joints, 'nnd geniculnte or  pivoting joints. i 
3 
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ALTERNATIVE 12 
&ation 2, I-aae Requirements. Interfwe rqquirernents between platform 
subsystems, mission equipment, and docking and servicing hardware are evaluated 
for struotural impaot unique to the geoetatlonary platform. Interfaces equivalent to 
present day satellite atate-of- t h e a r t  are  not described. Platform-unique .interface 
requirements are addrerrsod in fmr areas: , 
1. 
i \ 
1. Assembly (payload components/platform structure) of platform module6 
in low earth orbit. 
2. O W  mating to platform modules in low earth orbit. 
3. Docktng of platform modules in geosynchronous orbit. 
4. Accommodation of orbital servicing (OTV and TMS) interfaces with the 
a{ 
platform, I :r 
Section 3. Strength and Stiffness. Strength and stiffness requirements are  I 
addressed in terms of orbit transfer and maneuvor accelerations, docking and 
servicing-induced loads, requirements for lower bound structu.r~-1 vibration 1: 
frequencies, requirements for maximum. allowable stzvctural distortion resulting 
from thermal environment, and structural responae to induced loads which affect $ .  
required platform functions. Typical platform structural members are  sized for 
strength, sesized for stiffness to meet antenna accuracy requirements, and evaluated 
with respect to dynamic response. H 
I i 
1 1 
Section 4. Technology Needs. Requirements in subtasks 1, 2, and 3 are  analyzed 
with respect to technology needs applicable to Large Space Systems structures. i t  
Technology requirem.ents are identified and compared to existing o r  currently planned 
technology developments, dedciericies are identified, and recommended technology 
.i 
developments summarized. Technology needs in the area of structural materials and ,, t 
components are included in the study. , 
t 
Section 5. Summary of Results and Recommendations. Structural requirements it  
for the range of Oparational P l a t f~ rm configurations analyzed are summarized here, t 
together with recommended technology developments. A summary of specific detailed 
I requirements for Platform No. 1 of Alternative X1 is also included, as  repre- i 
i B 
, sentative of a single platform analysis, i 
I 
In this study, Platform Nos. 1, 2, and 6 of Alternative #1, Western Hemisphere 
f configuration, were analyzed in detail since they represented the most challenging con- 
I 
I figurations to package and analyze in this concept. Alternative 1)4, Platform No. 1 
5 ,  
I of the Weotern Hemisphere Platform was analyzed wihh respect i:o differences from ! 
Alternative #1, since this concept uses much larger platform modules, docked 1 ; I t .  together at  CEO, Alternatives #2 and 3 were evaluated with respect to Alternative + #1 and #4, reiipectively, to identify any unique structural requirements o r  tech- I )  
-i j E 11 I ?  
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UTILITIES ACCOMMODATION 
Latge space structures, whether completely deployable o r  semi-deployable with EVA 
or  HMS-assisted assembly in low earth orbit, require packaging o r  folding to fit 
within the dimensional constraints of the Orbiter oargo bay. Accommodation of 
utility lines for power, data, and fluid transfer, therefore, becomes an integration 
consideration in the design of the structure. 
1 If the platform is completely deployable with expandable o r  telescoping structural 
I elements and rotating o r  geniculate joints, the utility lines must be designed to permit 
i I , full deployment of the structure without hindering deploment motions o r  reducing the 
I '  effectiveness of the lines. Platform Alternative # l  is in this category. 
I 
, Xf the platform i s  a deployable/erectable conoept, the utility lines may be incor- 
1 psreted within eaoh structural element, or  installed after the stmcture is deployed. 
i 
! 
f The latter method has tho advantage of reducing the number of interconnect fittings 
1 
needed in joining individual structural elements, but requires more piece-handling 
aud assembly time. Alternative #4 falls in the "deployable/erectable" category, with 
i 
I the utility lines pre-installed within the deployable structural elements. i 
Studies to date indicate that the n e a r t e n n  geostationary platforms of the 1990s I 4 
will probably fall into one of the above two categories, with the completely deployable 
v platform being the most attractive. 
1 
1.1 TASK OBJECTrVE 
I The objective of this task is to analyze the Operational Platform concepts previously 
selected by NASA for further definition in the Follow-On Study, to permit identification 
of structural requirements data and assist in identifying technologies needed for 
development of geostationary platforms and related future missions. The data will 
? 
be used by NASA to develop large space systems construction concepts, methods, 
and equipment. 
1.2 SCOPE 
I 
The requirements for  utilities which must be connected to the structural system, and 1 
the utilities distribution between platform subsystems and mission equipment, are  to 
be identified and determined for typical platform modules of selected concepts. 
Figure 1-1 identifies the platform subsystems and mission equipment to be investi- 
gated, and the relationship of the utilities and data requiremr;ii$. 
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I Tho stiidy ~pprouch followed In tlioutilltios ancomlliodatiori 811:rlysis is summnriaed i 
in l?iguuu 1-2. For n purtlculer platforin modulo, tho pnyl~ud utility requiramtht:nta 
I far power, detu, turd flullds \vere first aalculntsd, and liqe routings selected wttirin 
the pl1ltfox-m struaturu tc( nacommodute the requirements, 'rhu oprlbined utilities 
4 
I roquiroment for e ~ a h  pl8fSi)~1rl1 ~tmiuhiriil~1arn~3nt wit8 than dijbed in terns of 7 
2 sctrviae fukrctinrrs, \rtfltMe~~ weight and oross-sectional area, and deploymerit nrotio~l 1 
L~lvolved. The irrost stringant ro\~ti~igs with ro spo t  to weight, :\re&, turd motion 1 \vow tlran ailrslyzod in $renter detail to Identify funsiblu dosign soluttons, Tlris data I 
I 
was then tabulated for tlio stl~lcturul elements irrvolved. 
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' 
For analysis, the platform was separated into i ts compoknt structural elements 
with a letter dealgnation for each element: 
A - 17.3 m central extendable mast (antenna arms support) 
B - 14. Om extendable arm (25 m dia. antenna support, P/L $2.1) 
C - 11.8 m extendable arm (16.8 m dia. antenna support, P/L #2, I) 
D - 3.7 m extendable mast (IPL antenna support) 
E - Pivoting arm, semi-deployable (P/LS #3, 11, 31, RC wheels) 
F - Pivoting arm, semi-deployable (P/LS $33, 43, 56, N2H4, batteries) 
G - 22.3 m pivoting extendable a m s  (2, solar array suppqrtj 
H - Feed assembly arms, non-eaendable, pivoting (2, P/L $2.1) 
Pivoting module (radiator) 
Core (disconnect panelv ACS thrusters, yaw RC wheels, avionic8, radiator body) 
i' I 
I Payloads carried on Platform No. 1, identified by number from the Initial Study, ii i 
i are: ; j I #2.1 - High Volume TrunMng, C-band i 
1 
I #3 - 'IT Distribution 1 
B 
# l l  I -  Interplatform Link 
$31 - DIM8P Data Relay I P 
a H33 - Materials Exposure, Unrecovered , 
#43 - Magnetic Subetorm Monitor , 
$56 - Fiber Qytics Demonstration 
I f 
To determine the utilities requirements for each of the structural elements, all I 
payloads and subsystems were analyzed with respect to their requirements for power, 
actuator commands, data transmission, fiber optics, fluid lines, vent lines, and 
location. Each payload and subsystem utility line requirement was then further 
analyzed for number and size (diameter o r  AWG) of busses, cables, leads, twisted 
8 
I wire pairs, optic fiber elements, and tube runs. Requirements were also listed for 
number and type of each joint that the utility must cross, including angular rotation 
in degrees, and linear extension in meters. 1 1 
I 
Al l  data were then posted on a master utilities accommodation chart for the 
I 
1 
platform to permit gathering of utilities requirements for each of the structural ele- 
' I  
r ments, and to permit summing of requirements. These data are  included in Appendix 
I 
i 
A of this report for Platform No, 1 of Alternative %1, as well as for the otl~er platform I 
modules analyzed. 
1 
For each of the platform component structural elements, an individual utilities 
data sheet was also prepared on a standardized format, aq shown in Figures 1-4 and i 1-5 for the central extendable mast flA1' and for the pivoting, semi-deployable arm "Elf. 
1 
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Figure 1-5, Pivoting arm l'Ef' utilities accommodation data sheet. 
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Data sheets for the other structural elements a&*@ included in Appendix A. ~ a c h  
data sheet Includes the element conflguratiog, a sulrimdtion of the thalled utility re- 
qulrements, type and number of mute joint8 aocl bqaneions, combined utlllty weight 
per unlt length, and combined utility orose-sectional area. From thie data, the sim- 
pliolty or complexity of the utllltlos accommodation rpirementa could he observed, 
viable design solutions evaluated, and technology needs identified. 
Figure 1-6, for example, Illuetratee the type of struoture needed for mast "A", I 
a high paaklrging-density expanding mast aimilnr to the Aetromaut ahown, but of larger 
diameter or cross-section and ueing low coefficient of dhetmal expansion materials 
such as graphite-epoxy compoeite, The type of structure is known in this application, 
but an advancement in technology ie needed, I 
I 
, 
px!wlita 4 s r n o M m r  mow saiwr~,  
HA8 0.39 an DIA lON(IEAONS AN0 A 
+O,U ct, DIA ELECTRlCAl HARNESS. 
I I 
~LATFORM 1 EMPLOVI A 1W cm MA8T 
WITH AWROX, 2 an DIA LONOERONI 
THREE 2.3 an ELFC~AICALIFlUIO 
HARNLBSEIB SMOULD aa WITHIN 
MlRWAST'8  ACC-ATW 
CAIAIIILITV, 
h e  mquirement for uYlities nccommodation on e deployable stmoturn with com- 
plex motions ir h a t  illustrntad by atructurai element o m  "Eft, Mgure 1-7. Hem, 
the arm must first mtate down 00' nnd trm.l%te or extend 1.6 meters, followed by a 
teleecpping maat deployment down nnd robtintlcn of 90' for payload deployment. The 
uYUtles ao~~mmodntion problem hers ia oamplex, but can be solved with a properly 
Ceigned ribbon umbllicpl wnIiguratlon, Ngure 1-8. The 111 x 6" umbilical i s  fire- 
hole stowed in the coxringe-retmctad posltlon ~s shown in Flgure 1-7. After osrrlnge 
trnnslation, the umbilical is shown partially extendad (in phantom), and after rotation, 
fully extended in its dnnl position. 
surmnr mrrer 
,-"lA" OWMAflINa 
I 
Flgure 1-7. Pivoting arm elemout "Eft umbihcnl carriage. 
! When snnlysis of dl structurnl elements was complete, the utilities requirp 
meats for the plntform were summnrized. Table 1-1. The combined utilities weigl~t 
I to be carried by each element was used as input to the strength nndysis task (Section 1 3 of thls report) to determine the impact of utilities acc.~mmodation on strength and 1 
1 
weight requirements for the platform structure. 
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Figure 1-13. Wbbon umbilical concept for extendable st ructuxal elements. 
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Table 1-1. Alternative #I, Plafform No. 1 utilities summary. 
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A. 4.2 ALTERNATIVE #l, PLATFORM NO. 2, The etnrotuml hrrnngement of 
Platform No, 2, Figuse 1-9, aonelata of a centrnl uors; a threesectiorr telescoping 
central support maat; an interplatform link telescoping support m a t j  radlal nnns 
far antenna refleotora, subrefleutors, and solar array support; and interfarometer 
arms, While completely deployablla, Platform No, 2 differs from Platform No, 1 
in lte concept of antenna dishes mounted off the central core, with feed aasambliea 
a d  subreflectora auppomtctd from the oentrd telssooplng mast. The major struo- 
turd elements in this platform are; 
A3 - 
A2 - 
A1 - 
B -  
C 
D - 
E = 
Core - 
0.95 m telesclpplng central mast, top aection (P/L %I. 1 Receive 
I,  78 m flxqd gontrrl mast, mid-ljaotion feeds & subreflectors, 
4.06 m teldaaopit~g aentrsl mast, base seation P/LB #7, 1127) 
12. l m  pivoting arm, teleecoplng m a ~ t  (main pntenno support, 3) 
12.7 m teleecoplng mast (IPL antenna) 
80.0 m ijxpandlng mwt (4, P/L #27 R F  Interferometer) 
19.1 m pivoting, rotnting, expandable maet (solar array, 2) 
(batteries, r%action wheels, propellants, thrusters, matrix switch, 
disconnect panel, avionioe) 
Payloads carried on Platform No. 2, aa identified by number in the Initial 
P Study, are: 
#I. 1 - Customer Premise Services (CPS), Ku-band 
7 - Air Mobile oommunicat~ons 
#11 - Interplatform Link 
#27 - R F  Interferometer 
All payloads on this platform were first analyzed with respect to their requirements 
for power, aahator commands, dntn transmission, fiber optics, fluid and vent lines, 
and location. These requirements were then defined in terms of ptrysical number and 
size (&meter or  AWG) of busses, cables, leads, Mstod wire pairs, optic fiber 
I elementsb and tube runs. The numhr and type of eaah joint that must accommodate 
the u t i h e s  were also listed, with rotation and extension requirements. These data 
were then posted on the master utilities nocommodation chart for Platform No. 2 
I 
I 
(Appendix A), and the utilities dlocation for each structural element summarized. i 
1 
Individual utilities data sheets were prepared for each of the: platform oomponent 
structural elements and are inoluded in Appendix A. Two of these are shown in I 
Figures 1-10 and 1-11 for the telescoping central mast "A" and the solar array arms 
"E", respectively. i 
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In element flAff, the concept consists of a relatively simple 4-section blescopinq 
mast supporting most of the payloads. Payloads #7 and #27 are  fixed installations a t  . 
the top of the ma&. Three feed assemblies for payload #l, 1 are  supported by a fixed 
spider, deploying into their flnnl position ~n,2mnnions, At mid-mast, three s u b r e  
flectors for payload #I. 1 pivot down and rotate into their final poeitions, At tihe base 
of the maet, the three transmit feed aesemblles for payload #l. 1 pivot down to their 
final positions on the core. 
4 
The meohanical design itself 1s sti.aightforward, poses no problems, and involves 1; 
no new technologles. Accurate positioning of the payload elements is the criterion ;t 
for sucr7ss, however, Lnd must be emphasized as  a critical design point, Of greater 
sipificrance is  the need fot fiber optic utilities to the top of the mast for the A i r  ti 
Mobile payload helix array and the RF interferometer antenna. The requirement 4 
here is for a small diameter flexible utility line. Waveguide is  neither small, flexible, B 
nor compatible wlth the telescoping maet geometry. Coax could be used, but in the 3 i 
sizee required for these payloads the attenuation factor would be too great. Accommo- I s 
dation of this utility on the central telescoping mast may prove to be an obstacle re- I 
quiring redesign in a later iteration of the configuratioli. If fiber optics technology i 
Pqn make this design and others like i t  feasible, however, it will simplify overall 
ctructural design and allocation of communication payload components for optimum 
loeati on geometry. . = 
For the solar arpays, Figure 1-11, the structural support element is an astro- 
mast, attached through a commutated rotary joint to a pivoted arm, The arm is 
stowed parallel to the core axis and rotates down 90° for astromast and ~ o l a r  array 
deployment. &gain, there is no structural design problem here. Solar array tech- 
nology is a requirement, however. 3 
I 
The utilities requirements for all structural elements of Platform No, 2 are 
summarized in Table 1-2. As was done in the analysis of Platform No. 1, the com- 
bined utilities weight to be carried by each element was used as input to the strength , 
I 
analysis task (Section 3), to determine the impact of utilities accommodation on 
1 
strength and weight requirements for the platform structure. i 
') 1.4.3 iALTERNATIVE bl. PLATFORM NO. 6. Platform No. 6, Figure 1-12, con- i 
1' i I 
sists ol' a central core, central telescoping mast, and radial arms for payload and , I 
'\ i p .  subsystcm support, 
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Tabla 14, Alte~nativu #A, Plthtbrnl No, 2 utllitlas summurly, 
f / I  Major s tkc tura l  elements are: 
A2 = 12. Olm central telescoping mast, top section (P/G 811, P/L Ul. 2 reoeive ! 
ked assemblies (3)). ir I> A1 - (6.02 m central.telescoping mast, bottom seotion (P/L #I. 2 subreflectors (3)). 
B '2.84m pivoting arms (P/L #A. 2 main reflectors, 3) I ! 
C - 4.27 m pivoting a m  (P/L $19, visual & IR radiometer) 1 
D - 3.06 m pivoting arm (P/L #54, EHF system) 
E - 14.9 m pivoting arms (solar arrays, 2) ii 
F - 13.9 m pivoting module (radiator) 1 
Core - P/L #I. 2 transmit feed assemblies, 3; batteries, reaction wheels, ! 
propellant tanks, thrusters, matrix switch, disconnect panel, avlonios i i 
i 
i I 
I Payloads carried on Platform No. 6 are: il b 
1 $1. 2 - Customer Premise Service (CPS), ka-band 
t U P 1  - Interplatform Link ( 1  , >  i 
i #19 - Visual & III Radiometer ! : 71 
$54 - DOD Tactical SATCOM package I 
I 
Analysis and documentation of data for Platform No. 6 follows the aame format 
i 
I as Platform Nos. P and 2, Appendix A. 9'wo typical structural element data sheets, 
3 for telescoping mast lfAU and for the pivoting radiator module "FU, are shown in 
I Flgure 1-13 and 1- 16. 
I 
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Elamone '+A", Figure 1-13, corisiets of s4-section telesaoping maat supporting 
moat of ttre payload compoiients. Payload Hll, th& It~terplatfom Xdlnk, ig a fL%bd 
inatallntion at the ,top of the mast, T,!lB thgaa reeqive feed na$en)bl~ee fo* payload 
#l, 2 are also supported near the top of the mask op a~firred spidar, in their f ind  
orientation, A t  mid-mast, the three freqtier~oy~asleativo qubgefleotora for payload 
#I, 2 pivot orit 17Q0 from their folded post tioil on t tr~ee fixed alms, to their final 
operating positions, Tlra three trnnsmit feeds and the maitl antenna reflectors for 
payload #I. 2 are  core-momrtod, as ars  pniylotlds $19 arid #63, 
As was noted for Platfornx No. 2 of Alternative HI, the teloscopinlg mast design 
preaente no meohbnicnl problems or tuatmolegy needs, onXy n need for aqcuraoy in 
p&!itioning the communiaation payload conrponent$. Booommadation of fiber optias 
on the mast, howover, may pmve to be 8 tealrnology recwlrenient that is siynidaa~rt 
atrough b justify redaslip of tho structure to simplify t l~e  fiber aptfas line routing. 
There u*e numemu8 tecbnique~ ~ Q P  accolnniodnting the utilities lines over a 
tolasooping rnnst sucll ns MluC shown it1 Figuro 1-13. Onu sueh cancspt is ahown it1 
Flgur~ 1-14. Hero, a truvaliilg uU1ii;las reel usi~lg 61 flat-ribbon s blgle umbilical 
floats 'on o~re seatiorr of the must, free to slide as tlre uxnbilio~l deploys ill both 
diroctiona, The reel oonqept is shown Pi1 nlurct dotail in Ptguiw 1-16. A l/2" by 
$2'1 flat unrbi1iaa.l is dohhl&wound on the reel; tliore w e  no umbilic3ui Itendsr1 on tha 
reel. A rataxding mec\rnlrism is used on tho reel as It deploys, to pruvent free- 
whruelfng, This snnle spring-loaded nreclrarrien~ pemiits rewinding of the umbiliaal 
during mast retraction and rapaakuging, if thore is  a n l i s s io~~  bar't resulting from 
fd lura  to attain proper checlrout. 
I 
rdodule tfFu for tile radiator, Figure 1-lG, i g  aaother case of straigbtfolward ; 
stmaturd design il~volviag oomplexity in \itility 1'0uting. The radiator case rotates 
PQU to its optmtlng position, and elsven radiator pnels pivot tl~rough 150°, unfoldi~ig L 
to their finnl required orientatiqp for hent rajacti 7 In to Wrs spnao st~vironment. Dl- -, , 
I 
I volved in tilts moalraniaal deployment nra the rotnting joints for tlis 11' fluid lines. I 
Swivel aoaneations and seals nret out of the question' for this application. Contninnlsnt .D 
ty indicate flex line instn'llatioli nt tho lringe points fis tx best probable * 
I 
The utilities requirenle~tts for dl struehlrnl elan~e~lts of P1~tfol.m No, 6 are 
? 
sumn$arized in Table 1-3. The combined utilities weight in kg/ineter was used as 
input Q the strengtlr anulysiv task, Section 3, to determine the impnat of utilities i +  
accommodation on strength and weight requirements for each platfomn stn~atural t 
element. \ ,  1 .  i .  ,{ it"  
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L Fiwre 1-14. Utilities accommodation concept, Mast ptAfv, Platform No. 6. 
I 1 
r e  1 Pivoting ~aodnle Ill?", Plntfo~m No. 0, utilitiss dab sheet. 
Y 
1 
Tuble 3-3. Alternntive #I, Plntfonn No. 6 utilities summary. 
1.4.4 ALTERNATIVE #I, PLATFORM NOS. 3, 4, AND 5, No anillyeis was p e r  i 
f amed  on Pj~fSom, Foe. 3, 4, and 5 since they are similar to PlatSonn 'Nos. 1, 2, 
and 6 but less  complex and less demanding in utilities accommodation requirements. 
1.4,5 ALTERNAT IVE #4. Platform Alternative #4 consists of three full Orbiter 
cargo-bay platform modules weighing approximately 37,000 lb each, docked to form 
a single platform in geostationary orbit, accommodating the projected high communi- , 
. ,  
oations traffic model for the 1990s. Each module ia delivered to low earth orbit in a 1 
single Shuttle flight, deployed, and mated in LEO to a 2-stage low-thrust reusable 
OTV for transfer to geostationary orbit. Two Shuttle flights are  required for delivery I 
of the two OTV stages to LEO, o r  a total of three Slluttle flights to deliver one plat- I i 
form module to GEO, and a total of nine Shuttle flights to place the complete platfomr) l i  It I 
in orbit. In the overall Geostationary Platform Program, two platforms are planned, 1: f 
one over the Atlantic, and one over the Western Hemisphere. The Western Nemis- ; i 
phere version is shown in Figure 1-17. Module No, 1 is  the largest of the three 
I 
modules, and carries the total power supply for the complete platform. Module No. 2 
is similar to No. 1 but smaller. Module No. 3, which supports most of the heavier rb I! 
DOD and science payloads, is the smallest of the three modules, 
I 
I 1 
I \ 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
f 
ii 
I 
! 
i 
1; 
1 
j Figure 1- 17. Platform Alternative #4. ;I I I i ! 
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Module No. 1, Figure 1-18, was chosen for utilities aocommodation D ~ @ s ~ S  
slnoe it is the largest module, carries the largest payloads, and also carries the 
power supply equipment. The principal structure in Ulls module is struohmd element 
'!AM, a long diamond-oross-aection expandable beam with n cen t r l  90 meter expand- 
able mast st its midpoint. Thin ~oofigurntlon allows most of tho aohve elements such 
as feed arrays and solar p ~ e l s  to be mounted dlreotly on the main Structurnl bm. 
Passive elemetlts suoh a8 tbe main refleators ont mounted on the mnsts. The arratlge- 
meat mlnlmizes utililos routing on the masts. and concentrates it in the mnlg strur 
turd bem. Utilities requirements accommodnted on element "Att are summarized 
in Figure 1-15, 
TWO W A W I ~ S  ITOP mnwt 
CAN OC ACCOMMOOATCD OW THIS 
OIAMWO IR\lSS. 
Figure 1- 19. Expanding arm "Au utilities accommodntion concept. 
The utility requirements for central mast "B" and attached stxucturd elements 
are  shown In Flgure 1-20. Fiber optic elements a re  required through element " B  
to the Interplatform Link antenna, a s  shown. Agnfn, this may require relocation of 
the IPL antenna to a less  favorable operating position, if the fiber optics technology 
to mute the lines across the expanding mast and rotating joint proves to be too 
complex. 
Utilities requirements for Alternative *4, Platform Module No. 1, a re  sum- 
marized in Table 1-4. Note here the combined utilities weight of 6.20 kg/meter 
and the combined utilities cross-sectional a rea  of 62.38 cm2 on element "A", much 
higher on this large platform module than shown on any of the smaller Alternative 
61 modules. 
PAY LOAD l 
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F i y r e  1-20. Alternative #4 expanding masts utilities data sheet. 
1 
I 
Table 1-4. Alternative #4, Platform Module No. 1, utilities summary. 
1 
il 

Tab!@ 1-6, Moat stringent utility routing$. 
Expanding Mnst 
Telescoping Most 
Alternative 4 
M~dults NO, 1 
Elsment A 
Alternative 1 
Platform NO. 6 
Element A1 
Weight 
Altcrnutivs 1 4.696 kg/m 
Platform No. 2 
Element E 
, 
I Pivoting Joint Alternative 1 4,096 kg/m 31.99 om2 I k Platform No, 1 
b Element E 1 
1 
I I 1 
r 
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INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
Interface requirdmdnts between payload mi~s ion  equipment and pltrtform subsystems, 
and for servioing and dooking operalone, were evaluated for atructuml impact on the 
Goortotlonnry ~ a t f o m s .  Since mission equipment and platform eubsyatsm inbrlncea 
are existing state-of-the-&& in cqrmnt communications satellites, the major areas of 
i n v e s ~ ~ a t i ~ n  were OE follows: 
a. Assembly (payload components/platform stmobre)  of platform modules in 
low earth orbit, 
b. ~TV/Platfomn/Orblter Interfaces, 
o. Docking of platform modules in geosynchronous orbit. 
d. AucommodaUon of orbital servicing (OW and TMS) interfaces with the 
platform. 
2.1 ASSEMBLY O P  PLATFORM MODULE SEGMENTS IN LOW EARTH ORBIT 
Because of the llmlted Shuttle stay time in orbit, and for reliability and safety reasons, 
a fully deployable platform is a more a t t r~ct lve concept than a man-aesisted asaembly r 
concept. The fully deployable configuration appears to be viable for smaller platform 
modules such as those analyzed in Alternatives #1 an4 #2. Platform subsystems, 
I deployment mechanisms, mission equipment, etc., can be prechecked on the ground 
to mj,nimize deployment and ohookout operations in low earth orbit. 
I 
The larger p ~ ~ ~ f p r m s  inve tigated in concept Alternative (14 require some indivi- 
dual o r  segmented subassembly items. This approach maximizes the volumetric 
packaging of the platform in the cargo bay. Although this packaging scheme is more 
attractive than a fully deployable platform it is apparent that interfaces between the s , 
plafform segments becomo a major design requirement. When individual segments 
are packaged, the airborne support equipment design ale0 becomes more difficult. 
These interfaces become critical in that they must protect the segments from high 
I launch loads. 
I 
I 
I 
,it 
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Utlllty acc6rnmodations must  be provided withln structural olomentst, creating 
additional in te~face  requirements for utllltias during assembly aperutions, Ths 
handllng of structural elements during a~raembly also requires thnt interfaoos be pns- 
vided to aaoommodate, operations involvirrg the Orbiter Remoto Manipulator Systoma 
(RMS), the Manned Maneuvering Unit (MIMU), and EVA capability (hand holds, 
grappling flxtu.res, oto, ), 
I 
For  large platforms and payloado such as those in Alterrzattve #4, the largo feed 
arseys  beoome an inkrfaae of great  concorn, "Largetf in this case ~ p p l l e s  to firrays 
that cnnnot h" paekdlged within the l b f o o t  dlameter of the Qrbiter qawo bay, hut 
m u s t  be broken up into smaller ~egmenta ,  Although the feed array does not fit; the 
definition of a true interfacse, tho development of a segmented large feed ar ray  is 
oriticrzl to the design of a geostationary platform, From a st-moturnl raquirements 
stondpolnt, the segments of the ar ray  must be assembled accurately and efflcidntly, 
and the ar ray  attaahed aoaurately to i t s  proper looation on the platform without undue 
difficulty o r  loss of time, An o x m p l e  of suah an nrrny i s  the one required for payload 
#2,1, High Volume TrunMng, on Alternative #4, This array is approximately 
13.2 m x 6.6 m x 1 m when assembled, and consists of four subassemblias for 
packaging within the Orbiter bay, 
b 
i 
2.2 OTV/PLA'~FORM/ORBXTER INTERFACES i 
I 
2.2.1 ALTERNAWES #1 AND #2, The uhalf-cnrgcrbay't platform configuration 
u a ~ d  in Alternatives H 1  and #2 is mated to an QTV during ground operations, installed 
in the Orbiter, and delivered to low earth orbit ready for deployment, checkout, and t i 
delivery to geostationary orbit. The external platform interfaces here, as shown in 
Figure 2-1 for  Alternntivo #l, Platfoim No. 6, a r e  between the platform and the i 
O W ,  and between the platform and the Airborne Slipport Equipment (ASE) cradle, 
I The OTV and the platform are stowed as a unit payload in the Orbiter oargo bay. 
The forward end of the OTV will be attached to the aft end of tho platform, to provide 
I 5
& support while in the Orbiter, and to provide a thrust face during transfer from B f 
LEO to GEO. Plafform ~oncep ta  for Alternatives IF1 and #2 require n stowed longth ! 
of 26 feet wfthli~ the cargo bay, leaving 34 feet available for the O W .  
r The p l a t f o m / ~ T V  interface consists of a structural thmst  ring on the aft end of 
the platform, compatible with the OTV forward thrust interface ring, and capable of I 
supporting a maximum 6895 kg mass  during Orbiter ascent o r  OTV transfer. Pre- 
suming an 093' low-thrust configuration development for a T/W <0,10, the platform 
t h m s t  interface will be deplgned to meet the O W  thrust specification. 
1 
t 
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Figure 2-1. P l a f f o r m / ~ ~ / O r b i t e r  structural interfaces, 
Alternative 91, Platform No. 6. 
I 
I 
L i 
I In addftion to meeting structural load requirements, the 0TV/platfom interface 
b must also include umbilical disconnects for p l a t f o r m / ~ ~ / ~ r b i t e r  command and data 
channels, ancl power for deployment operations. This type of interface is standard 
1 b i  
with existing satellites and their propulsion units, and no attempt has been made in 
I 
-A this study to quantify the interface since each module will have different deployment ! 1 i 
modes and power requirements which in themselves have not a s  yet been quantified. 
1 
I I After deployment of the platform structural elements and payload components i 
in low earth orbit and transfer to geosynchronous orbit, a separation system is re- * 
quired to release the platform module from the OTV with minimum distrubing torques. 
I To minimize the mission-peculiar demands on the OTV interface, the active half of 
, the separation system will  be integrated with the platform, sized for the specific needs 
of the individual platform module configuration. The passive, o r  r of the 
system will be standard on the OTV for all platform modules. 
i 
i 
4   he O W  and platform unit will be supported within the Orbiter cargo bay by an 
? 5' ASE cradle. The package is supported at i ts  forward end by Orbiter attach points at  
Station 656.00. The aft and i s  supported by the O W  airborne support equipment ' ' I 
cradle at Stations 939.2 and 1269.6. Cradle rotation about an aft trunnion may be a s  
high a s  75" for some ~ ~ V / p l a t f o r m  packages to pennit  deployment of main reflector L 
, dishes without interfering with Orbiter observation, restricting RMS operations, o r  
encroaching on Orbiter safety space. Rotation requirements for  most platform 
modules, however, will not exceed 45". i 
! 
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The a l r b m e  support equipment c r ~ d l e  must hnve o rgstow cnpnbility in a w e  ' 1  
i ,  
checkout rrequirements in Low earth orbib a ~ ~ e  tlot vrot and the payload must h returned 
to ~artb. The f i n d  OTV/qrWlo support aygtem oontigurntion must also a s s i s t  in  1' I $  
ansurlng pu~lond  compatibility with the Orbiter dynnmia envimunent. ! 1 j i
Br summnry, the ~ T V / ~ l n f f o r m / ~ x b t t e r  interface requirements for  Platform 
Alternatives -111 and #2 are! 
* 
a. Orbiter attach points on thg plaffoxm module near the p ln t fom l o w a r d  end, 
vicinity of Orbiter Statiotr 656.00, 
b. O ~ / P l a t f o r m  iuterfhde 
1. Thrust  ring for  statlc support, Ox9biter ascenj to LEO, and OTV i t ransfer  to GEO: G89G kg moss reaction, 1 
2. Umbilical disconneot for command and data channels, and power. 
I i 
I 3. Law-velocity sepmatiotr systom (<I ft/sec}, native half on platform, 
pnssive on OTV. 
" - 
4 u ASE crlldlQ fo r  O W  support, minimum 46" rotation, maxlmu~n 76. rotation 
! for deployment, and restow capability. 
d. ~ ~ ~ / ~ l n t f o r m / ~ r b i t e r  support system capnble of reacting the Orbiter 
dynamic environment. 
2.2.2 ALTERNATIVES. #3 AND 84. Plntfonn msdules for Altenlative concepts 113 
I and #4 differ from Alternatives I1 and #2 concepts LII that they a r c  full Orbiter-0nrg.g.o- 
j bay s i ze  platform niodulea. As such, they inust be supported by on ,AS$ o r d l e  fore 
and aft for trnnsfer to low eaptl$ orbit, rotated by the cradle for deployment, deployed, 
a e p a r t e d  from the Orbiter n n d , ~ ~ ~  cradle, and mabd wtth an OTV which has beon 
deiiveroct to LEO in a aecond $huttle flight. 
/ I  
Platform concepts for +lternatives #3 and li4 require n stowed length of GO feet ; 
within the o rb i t e r  cnrgo ba;~, including space for rotation and deployment willlo still 
nttaalied to tho Orbiter. The 2intform modulo will be suppox$ed within the Orbiter 
I cargo bay by an ASE cr:~dle capable of reacti~ig the side and end-thxxst loads during 
Orbiter occupancy, rtscent, and abort landing. Attncll points behveen cradle otld 
plntfornl will be placed ns close na possible to tlie c m d l e / ~ r b i t e r  attach points to 
minimize crndle stnlctural loading. The ox?ndle will be required to rotate abot~t a11 
aft trunnion axis to n nominal 4 6 O ,  m a d m u ~ l l  75.'. The ASE cradle must have o restow 
capability to permit return of the platform module to earth, should the platform hi1 to 
I meet checkout requirements in low earth orbit. The Plafform/cradle/0rblter support 
system must also ass is t  in ensuring payload compatibility ~vith the Orbiter dynnmic 
environment, 
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P After the plntfo~m/cradle rotation operation, the platform will be deployed, 
! 
, checked out, and separated from the Orbiter and cradle, preparatory b mating with 
L the O W  coming up on the next Shuttle flight, 
v 
For mating with the O W ,  the platform must have an aft interface thrust ring 
I compatible with the OTV forward end thrust interface ring, capable of 'eaoting a 
i 
m a m u m  37,000 kg mass during orbit transfer from LEO to GEO. The platform 
itself must be equipped with grappling fixtures compatible with the Orbiter RMS end 
1 effectors, to assist in m'atfng the platform module to the O W ,  
In addition to the structural load interface requireinent, the O ~ / ~ l a t f o r m  i n t e r  
I face muat also include umbilical disconnects for  platform/^^ command and data 
1 channels, and for power. The umbilical disconnect panels are  to be activated and 
! powered closed only after the platform/OTV structural mating i s  complete. 
I After transfer to geosynchronous orbit, a separation system i s  required to i release the platform module from the OTV with minimum disturbing torques. As I 
I planned for Alternatives hel and #2 modules, Alternatives 83 and C4 modules will have /j 
t an active half of the separation system, sized for the specific needs of the individual 
t platform module conflguraizoii. The passive half of the system will be standard on ): - 
I the O W  for all platform modules. ;i 
1 
I /  
I \\ I 
In summary, the 0!W/~latform interface requirements for Platform Alternatives 
I #3 and #4 are: i ;; 
; 1 
a. ASE cradle attach points on the platform module fore and aft, as close as 1i ;: 
possible to the cradle/~rbi ter  attach\-mints. 
u 
1 
4 ,  
t 1 
b. ASE cradle for platform support, minimum 45' rotation, maximum 75' 
'! 
rotation for deployment and restow capability, capable of reacting the 
I Orbiter dynamic environment. 1 
I 
t 
i 
c, ~ T V / ~ l a t f o r m  interface 
1. Thrust ring for OTV transfer to GEO: 16,800 kg mass reaction. 
2. ~ov,er-closed umbilical disconnect at the structural docking interface, 
I " , for'command and data channels, and power. 
I 
3. Low-velocity separation system (<l ft/sec), active half on the platform 
(passive half on the OW), integral with the structural interface. 
I 4. Grappling fixtures on the platform central core, compatible with the 
. *  
I RMS end effectors. ! 
~2' 
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2.3 PLATFORM MODULE-TOIMODULE DOChTNG IN CEO 
li 
1% I Pravis\ls atthdios dono by Co~rvnir h ~ v o  ido~rtified il si~~gl~-poinC do~Mtrg aystbm ns the I! i 
sptinlum lnetlrod of jcrining large stnlatureu ln sptloa Iseoauae it ~r~inimizes both dBk 1 ,  I 8 
and structUrRL. londltrg (obVLatl11p tire 11bsd for R CO~IPLQX dtutrpii~g ~ystern) ntld does rrot 
.I i roquirtl grout toahnology devolopnreat, The oentrnl caro stmature, wlriuh i s  a, aonrlnoir 
olamsnt itr tho platform deei&n, bsoonrtte an ldenl iderfnae for tha single-paitrt cloaking 
soheme, Figure 2-2 illuetrntee the basic conaept. 
4 
lr figure 2-3 identifies the service utilities that are requtred across the interfaces 
I ! 
i I for the three modules that make up platform Alternative #4. For simplicity, utilities 
are combined by function in_to sezrrate disconnects, as shown by the 52 fiber optic 
I 1 .  data line disconnects between modules #l and #2, I 
i 
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Figure 2-3. Docking interface schematic - support services. 
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The docklng concept for Alternative #4 - platform modules #I and #2, is shown 
I 
r in ,nyre 2-4. 'i 
c 
r 1 
* t 
I 
b I 1 
k 
i & 
I 
1 A - A  
I CENTER CORE STRUCTURE (MODULE NO. 1) 
i PLATFORM NO, 1 DOCKINQ ARM (MODULE NO, 2) 
OOCKINQ CONE 
LATCWINO PAWLS (3 PLCS) 
DOCKING GUIDE 
h DWKINB PROBE WITH CAPTURE MECHANISM 
! LATCHIN0 PAWLS (INTERFACE STRUCTURE) TYP. 4 PLCS 
INTEIIFACE STRUCTURE (CORE TO DOCKING ARM) 
HINGE 
SERVICES UMBILICAL PANEL (PASSIVE) 
1 SERVICES UMBILtCAC PANEL (ACTIVE) 
RETENTION FITTING (TYP. 4 PLCS) 3 
CAPTURE, DRAW-IN, 6 CLAMP DOWN 
P 
Figure 2-4. Docking concept - Alternative #4, 
Platform Modules #1 and #2. 
I 
I 
Module #2 i s  the active module and incorporates the steerable probe and docking j 
latghes. In the final approach position (approximately 5 feet), the steerable probe 
is  engaged into the passive docking port in module #I. The steerable probe is re- 
tracted, drawing the two modules together. Docking guides are provided on the 
docking port and receptacle that orient o r  clock the two modules as the drawlin is I 
T in progress. Once the draw-in is complete, perimeter latches on the active probe 
'i,re actuated, structurally joining the two halves of the docking mechanism. Details 
of the probe mechanism are  shown in Figure 2-5. 
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'i (d CONNECTORS (4 F lBER OPTIC CehlNECfORI EACIi) 1 I / i - n r c  i 3 2 - CENTER CfflN, 3 4 3 - POWER SYSTEM CfflN, 4 + ACS CONTROL i' , 
1 \DATA Bus coNNEcToR 
i (ti2 CABLE FIBER OPTICS ELEMENTS) 
I 
1 Figure 2-6. Docking interface umbilical panel concept. 
I 
L The central core structure of module #l eontaitia n ;fixed interface for teminati  
I 
b 
the utilities. The active module contains a floating matchifig interface. After the 
structural tie-in is made between platfomns, the acqve panel is  actuated until the 
utilities connectors are  mated, Alignment of the DC power connectors does not 
I appear to be as critical as the other utilities since tbey would employ contactless 
transformers. Research to data indicates that the fiber optic connectors, especially 
tliose that require a large number, will require technology development. It i s  envi- 
sioned that tho individual connectors within the floating service panel would also have 
some degree of float to allow for misalignment and engagement of the connectors. 
20 4 ACCOMMODATION O F  ORBITAL SERVICING 
I 
/ I 
To extend the useful life of geostationary platforms, seSvf,cbng in geostationary orbit 
is needed. Servicing will include resupply of fluids such as hydrazine for the ACS 
system, replacement of expendables such as batteries, replacement of degraded o r  
failed black boxes, and upgrading of systems hardware with advanced hardware. The 
major guidelines far on-orbit servicing at GEO are  as follows: I 
P 
> t 
I 
i 
a. Considerations I 
1. Platform/~TV structural interface (thrust ring) i s  common to all plafform 
I modules of all alternative concepts. I{ i', 
I 
, 
2. Support system expendables and replaceable components are  concentrated i 1  I primarily in the platform module core. . t I 3. Interface is available for servicing operations after OTV separation. i i F 3 ,: ' *  L 
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P b. Design for Servicing 
1. 'Emphasize placement of platform expendables and replaceable com- 
pohents I,n the core, o r  near it. 
2, Emphasize commonality of expendables md replaceable component con- 
figuration and location in all platform modules. 
3. provide service system (e, g., IrMS) soft docking and hard latching 
capability at O W  interface location, , 
4, Provide powered fluid/electrfcal umbilical panels at interface, 
i 
5. Cdordinate replaceable Vblack box" component deaign with jhe NASA 
t Satellite Services Working Group (MTGS), for compatibility with a 
I 
! dedicated servicer, I 
I c. Structural lnkerface Requirements 
i 1 1, Comp~tibility with OTV interface thrust ring (configuration and thrust 
load). I i 
I 
I 2, Compatibility with TMS o r  other standardized 
1 
u I i and servicing operations. 
1 I 
1 1 
I Since the platform designs contain a common central s 
$ 1  major components of the support subsystem, it can serve as  the interface for the 
If 
I Teleoperabr Maneuvering System (TMS). Advantages of this concept are: 
a. A common TMS interface for all platforms, 
b. Replaceable components and platform expendables ;are contained in a 
centralized location within reach of the TMS manipulator arm, 
i 
1 
c. A soft docking technique could be used for the TMS with unobstructed access i 
to the platform during approach and docking. I I 
7 ' 
I" 
The central core system can also contain a servicing panel with a matching one I j I 
or1 the TMS. The operation of the panels would be similar to that described for the 
utilities accommodation panel. Figure 2-7 illustrates the TMS on-orbit servicing I, 
i 
r 
concept. '1  ,/ 1 1 i 1 
A variation of the above servicing concept is shown in Figure 2-8. In this con- i. 
cept, the TMS and O W  interface would be essentially the same (the 0, D, of the f 
I P L 
! central structure). 
I i : 
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I Figure 2-7. TMS on-orbit servicing ooncspt. 
L 
E 
Another concept that offers possibilities yet requires further shrdy, varies from 
the previously described conoept in Le  manner in whioh the servioing is accomplished. 
In this version, the predicted servlcenble items suoh as propellanb, batteries, eta., 
nre ontnlned in a cyllndricol wafer atruchlre thdt wouldlnteriace with the oentval 
core! struqturrra ( O W  ring). The wafer would have the approprlata alignment ond 
latoding mechanisms for attachment to the core. The TMS would p8ition the servlce 
wafer and through the appropriate connectors the new serviceables (propellants, 
batteries, eto.) would bypaes the original inetallation in the core stxuoture. This 
soheme would not require the removal of old propellant tanka, batterlee, etc. 
STRENGTH AND STIFFNESS 
(\ 
The platform configurations considered in this e~:,ldy muat all be designed to withutand 
the following major loacling condltions: 
- -1 
a, Shuttle launch and landing loads. These loads can be reacted by tt properly 
designed Orbiter cargo bay cyadle, 
b, Deployment loads, Deployment rates of various structural elements can be 
made low enough so that induced loads do not exceed other operational loade, 
I c, Orbit (LEQ to GEO) transfer loads, 
I d. Docking and/or servicing loads. General Dynamicsr soft-docking approach 
i. minimizes docking valocities wSCh corres~ndlmgly low la-& thst ds not 
i exceed other operational loads. 1 
e, On-orbit ACS loads, These loads can be minimized, consistant with opera- 
tional requirements, by limiting thruster force and torque. I r ! 
The orbit transfer loading condition was chosen for preliminary sizing since this 
loading condition is well defined and is generally the most severe. 
Once a preliminary design concept has been sized for strength considerations, 
other operational requirements must be checked, The structure must be resized and 
I iterated until all requirements are satisfied. 
Stiffness requirements of various structural elements will generally be dependent 
on relatlve geometric tolerances that various payloads and payload components must 
maintain under the aqtions of any given loading, Operational tolerances of each pay- 
load (e. g, , feed-reflector geometry) must be satisfied during all on-orbit loading 
b 
conditions. There are two basic on-orbi t loading conditions: 
a, Docking and/or servicing loads, Resulting loads and distortions can be 
I' minimized by use of a soft-docking approach, 
i 
i - b, On-orbit ACS loads. 1 I '  
I 
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ACS loads resulting imm pointing and itationkeeplng at j$eoaynuhmnous orbit, 
along with operationd td sancee ,  dlobte tho atiffnesa requtrements. The struotunl i 
sizing may Main have b be iterated to satisfy oven11 lower h n d  structurd vlbra- I 
tional traqu~nclea. F 
1 
1 
A major structural oonsiderati~lr Ls thormcrl aompntibil!tg with the epace envlfan- 
& 
merit Under all operation& attitudes and oonditionq, Thara ore bas[cdlly two r equ i r e  
msnts that must be satisfied in this respect. All iltxvoturol temperp&re$ mUbt remain 
within matedsl  dlowables, and worsboasa tempernbrs differential disMrttonb must 
atill permit normal operation of all paylonds and payload components. The second 
condition necessitPte8 well-defined payl.ogd-unique requirements. Because of the 
rpsciHe nature of thls information with respect to eaoh payload, the thermal anlllysis 
gtructurd. lieration is not considered praotiopl at this point. 
1 
I 
Platform Nos, 1, 2, and 6 are representDUve of Alternative #I and were analyzed in 
I detail with regpact to the stmcturnl considederatione pmtgusly discussed. 
I 
L 
1 
3.1.1 SIZIN(I POR STRENGTH. For A l t 6 ~ ~ t l v ~  $1, th@ transfer vehicle is an ex- 
1 pendable O W  with T/w a 0.07. A dynamic inctor of 2.0 was used in this analysis. 
preliminary analysis indicates that orbital transfer with this OTV Is fensible for the I 
lully deployed conflguratlons of Platfoms 1, 2, and 6. 
I 
Structural elements of the platforms were sized for strength using the weights, 
geometry, and dimensions of probable mast o r  beam configurations such as a double 
o r  single tube, coilable Astromast, articulated Astroma~t,  o r  expandable truss, h 
depending on the packaging constraints and the operatlonsl load requirements involved. 
These structural elements are  shown in Table 3- 1. 
I FOP some of the more heavily loaded sections, Astromasts were chosen because 
t 
of the need for highly efficient packaging. Other t p e s  of expandable booms were 
considered for these applications, but could not be packaged in the space available 
in the Orbiter oargo bay. 
m e r e  coilable Astromasts were selected, the fiberglass ttSupermasttl coeflgura- Y 
, 
tion was used, with half the bay length of the standard coilable Astromast. The 
S u p m a s t  weighs about 40 to 46% more, has the same bending stiffness, but has four 
times the $ending strength of the standard Astromast. Supermast analysis and data 
were derived from the standard Astmmast data available from the Astro Research I 
Corporation at  the time the study was performed, as  given in Appendlx B. Astro i 
6 
Research Corporation has since published a report for NASA/MSFC on "Current and 
projected Performance Characteristics of Deployable Structural Masts", Repod No. 
AR C-TN-1085 dated 15 April 1980. 
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I It should be noted that dimensions and stiffness characteristics of the Sugemn~st 
I F 
structural elements in Table 3-1. are  for the fiberglass Supermast. Fiberglass is il 1 r 
unsuitable for this application, where thermal distortion must be held to voyy low " !  5 
P 
values to maintain R F  beam geometry between feed assemblies, subreflectors, and ' - a  I 1. 
antenna reflectors. The fiberglass masts ware used for preliminary sizing because 
i 
I they a re  the only knovott type of structure with such a high packaging density which a re  1 i r, ! adequately defined. A key technology requirement for this program is a thermally -i stable (e. g., graphite-epoxy) expandable mast with a packaging efficiency approaching 
that of the ooilable Astromast. 
I 
i For the articulated Astromast application, initial sizing was done using graphite- 
I i 
epoxy material. The basis for the sizing data analysis i s  also included in Appesrdix B. / , I 4 
I 
I For the expandable truss beam, scding data for the GDC On-Orbit Assembly 
i (OQA) type of expanding truss was used, based on the relationships given in Appendix B. 
I From a strength standpoint, it has been determined that the effect of the utility 
distribution system on the structural mass of the platforms considered is  minimal. 
i The weight pcjnalties associated -with eveti the most cri#cal s tmchra l  supports (i. e, , 
I 
cantilevered subsystem supports) are on the order of 2 to 4% increase in structural ! 
I mass for each element. It is important to note that this penalty is an upper limit 1 
i 
sinue other performance requirements (e. g. , stiffness, packaging, otc. ) will no doubt 
I control many aspects of structure size such that stress will not be critical. i i 
4 3.1.2 RESIZING FOR STIFFNESS. The stiffness requirements are generally depen- i 
i dent on operational geometric tolerances and on-orbit ACS loading. For the platforms 
-1 1 
of ~l ternat ive #I, accelerations produced by ACS firing are  approximately 0.01 g 
, '1 
t in each of the three principal axes. A dynamic factor of 2.0 i s  applied to these ac- 
celerations. Payloads #2.1 (Platform No. 1) and #2.2 (Platform No. 6), both from 
' j I Alternative #I, were selected and the stiffness requirements determined. These pay- \ 
If 
I 
loads are representative, and results can be generalized to other ~~ iy loads  of 
Alternative #I. r 
t 
Figure 3-1 illustrates the transmitter system of Platform No. 1, Payload #2.1, I 
along with the relative feed- reflector location accuracies that must be maintained 1 
during normal on-orbit operation, The structural elements that connect the feed and 
reflector are designated by letters, and are keyed to Table 3-2 which summarizes I 
the strength requirement (orbit transfer) and stiffness requirement (ACS firing) for 
. I 
these elements. In this particular case, two of the three elements must be signifi- 
cantly increased in size to satisfy stiffness requirements. I i 
I 
I 
I 
, 
A similar analysis was for Payload Ifl. 2 of Platform No. 6. The feed- i i 
I reflector location accuracies are shown in Figure 3-2 and the results of the stiffness .i i 
analysis are summarized in Table 9-3. t 1~- . 
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Jq (N11121 
1 / 
4,Il  X 104 
--- 
9.29 X ,103 
3.00 X 107 
0,24 X 104 
I - - -  
1.18 X 100 
E l  (N 1112) 
1.76 X 105 
3,lO X 100 
- - - - -  
4,3G X 107 
- 
2,OO X 100 
2.04 X 107 
TYPE OF SECTION 
10.2 CII, DlAMETEfl TUOE, 
WALL TlllCKNESS 0,203 CIII, 
OllAPIIITE-EPOXY 
- I _ - - - - -  
(ABOVE SECTION ADECIUATE) 
0.22 tn DIAMETER ARTICULATED 
ASTROMAST, O~AP~IITE-EPOXY 
? 
, i! 
, 
I ,  ' 
I 
1 
z 
? I 
i I 
1 
I 8 
- 1 
ELEMENT 
NUMOEn 
r 
H 
REOUlREMqNT 
,in 
i / 
STIIENOTII 
( o 1 T  TRANSFER) 
I , D  
STIFFNESS 
(ACS FIRINO) 
- 
STRENOTI1 
(OIIUT TRANSFE~)  
A 
B 
STIFFNESS 
(ACS FIRINO) 
STRENOTI1 
(OnDIT TRANSFER) 
STIFFNESS 
(ACS FIRINO) 
- - c -  
.1,07 s, DIA~~ETER AflTlCULATED 
ASTROMAST, GflAPIlITE-EPOXY 
.-- 
0.12 11, DlAMETEfl SUPERMAST 
A S ~ ~ R Q M A S ~ ,  FIOERQLASS 
_ * - _ - - - - I -  
0,82 n~ DIAMETER SUPEnMAST 
ASTROMAST, FIilEflCILASS 
r - -"---- I 
I 
,r t 
t 
I 
P :i 
I 4 
I FEED LOCATION ACCURACIES 3 b MAIN nntt.tcTon DISPLACEMENT i! 
I 
tos2 cdl 
I 
L 
I 
I 
6X M.2 CT 
* bY t0,2 cnr 
ELEMENT ROTATIQf4 f 1,O UEO 
I t  " MAIN REFLECTOR MAXIMUM ANGULAn 
DEPARTURE FROM BORESIGIIT IS 
30,M DEGREE, 
B B 
! 
1 30 QHe 1 
i RECtlVC f E l D  
1 
1 
I conn , 1 
I 1 
I CENTRAL CORE ELEMENT A1 & A2- 7 
I i 
Fi y re 3-2. Platform No. 6, Payload 1.2 displacement tolerances. I  
I i> 
Table 3-3, Platform No. 6, Payload 1.2 structural requirements. i 
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ELEMENT 
NUMBER 
A1&A2,- 
B 
,I- 
REQUIREMENT 
STnENGTH 
(ORBIT TRANSFER) 
- -- 
STIFFNESS 
(ACS FIRINO) 
STRENGTH 
(ORBIT TRANSFER) 
- - - - - - -  
STIFFNESS 
(ACS FIRINO) 
TYPE OF SECTION 1 
a 3.86 cnr DIAMETER TUBE, 
WALL THICKNESS a 0,100 cni, 
GRAPHITE-EPOXY 
- ,,--- - 
18'7 ern DIAMETER TUBE, 
WALL THICKNESS 0.62 cm, 
GRAPHITE-EPOXY 
2.47 cnl DIAMETER TUBE, 
WALL f HICKNESS O,(IO'J on, 
GRAPHITE-EPOXY 
6,411 cm DIAMETER TUBE, 
WALL THICKNESS :, 0.18 cm, 
GRAPHITE-EPOXY 
E l  IN r112) 
6.10 X 103 
,,- 
2.75 X 108 
8,46 X 102 
- - - - -  
4,OO X 1d 
JG (N1v12I 
l t20  X 103 
- - - ,  
6,08 X 1d 
1,BB X 102 
7.60 X 103 
i 
i 
! 
r 
i 
I 
, 
The resizing of varfbus structural elements to meet stiffness requirements will 
effect: a weight penalty, The weight penalty alpsocittted N th  meeting these require- 
ments for the Alternative # l  platforms is an average 896 increase in structural weight, 
o r  an average 2% increase in total platform weight for each of the platforms con- 
side red. ,I 
" 
3.1.3 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, A NASTRAN finite element model was constructed for 
t 
L Platform No, 1. The model had been resized to meet stiffness sgquirements, and I comprised 32 grid points, 30 structural elements, and 192 s t rucbral  degrees of 
freedom. An analysis was made to determine natural modes and corresponding 
natural vibrational frequencies. The fundamental natural frequency of the system 
t was found to be 0.148 Hz, and the results are shown in Table 3-4. These results a re  
1 typical of what would be expected of the other platforms of Alternative #I.,-, 
1 
Table 3-4. ~ l a t f d r m  No. 1 dynamic analysis summary. 
I S1'RUCTURAL VlORATlON MODE 10 
! 
NATURAL FREQUENCY: 0.204 HZ 
I I I 
: t , 
I 
-----la 
I 
f 0 
- - * @  I 7............." 
1 
! 
I 
MODE FREQUENCY 
-I DESCRIPTION OF MODE SHAPES 
1-8 ' - 1 RIGID BODY MODES 
7 ,148 I @ VERTICAL 1ST BENDING I 
0 ,152 @ I I O ~ I ~ O N ' ~ A L  1ST BENDING 
@ + @ COUPLED BENDING + TOnSlON 9 ,172 
1 10 ,204 @ + @ COUPLED BENDING + 2ND TORSION 
11 ,236 1 @ + @ COUPLED BENDING 
I 
i 12 1 :  *r ? 
22 ,875 
I I 
I 
j Steps must be taken to ensure that the low frequency vibrational modes do not I 
interact with the ACS and cause instability. The General Dynamics modes control 
technique developed under the DARPA ACOSS program provides control solutions far  L 
this new class of Large Space Systems. Thus, low frequency vibrational modes of 
this nature will not cause difficulty for the control system design. i 
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3.2 ALTERNATIVE' $4 
Of the four configurattons considered in thts study, the s tmature  of Alternative 84 1s 
the most  divergent from Alternative #I, which was the first to be analyzed in detail. 
For this reason* Alternative #1 was selected a s  the next concept lor  det4led struc- 
tural aodysis,  t 
3.2.1 SIZING FOR STRENGTH. For  Alternative $4 platform module transfer to 
GEO, a 2-stage, standard engine, reusablo OTV with T/W *: 0.31 was initially aon- 
sidered for sizing structural elements of the three independent modules that comprise 
the platform, A dynamic factor of 2,O wns used. Preliminary results indicated that 
the platform modules could not be transferred by this O W  while fully deployed 
because of structural limitations, This O W  was, therefore, used with a low-thrust 
engine to provide n more appropriate T/W = Q. OBfj for  estimati.ng the size of struc- 
tural elements of this platform, Representative structural sections of the Alternative 
$4 platform a r e  s h a m  in Figure 3-3, These a r e  referenced in  Table 3-5, a summary 
of the miniinum structural sections required for  strength at Che various locations, 
Graphite-epoxy OOA type trusses a r e  chosen where applicable because of their excel- 
lent thermal characteristics. 
The effect of the utility astribution system on tho, structural marJ 
due to  strength considerations is minimal, The magnitude of the effect is on the 
order  of 2 to 4% additional structural mass for  each element;, This resrllt ik essen- 
tially identical to that detennined for  the Alternative # A  platfoxms. 
t i  
3.2,2 RESIZING FOR STIFFNESS, Stiffness requirements w e b  determined for the 
on-orbit ACS loading condition. For  Alternative #4, nccelerations produced by ACS 
r firing a r e  approximately 0.0003 g in each of the three principal axes. A dynamic 
factor of 2,O is applied to these olccelernCions. 
The largest antennas (Payloads #I. 1 and #2.1) a r e  representative and were selected I 
I for the stiffness analysis since their influelice i s  more likely to have a pronounced effqct , 
on the total platform structure than some of the smaller  payloads. Tlne dilnensions of 
the three antenna systems along with the respective operational feed-reflector displace- 
ment tolernl~ces a r e  given in Figure 3-4. The Iocations of these antennas and the # 
corresponding supporting structure a r e  shown it1 Figure 3-3, The strength require- 
r 
I ments (orbit transfer) and stiffness requirements (ACS firing) for the supporting 
structure a r e  summarized in Table 3-6. In most instances, design is  governed by 
I orbit transfer strength requirements. 
I 1 The weight penalty associated with satisfying stiffness requirements over and 
i 
' I above strength requirements is 22.0% of structural weight, o r  2.7% of total platform i 1 weight. 
i 
1 1  
I 
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Table 3-5. Alternative #14 strength requirements. 
e 
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? 
I 
K 
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STRUCTURAL 
ELEMENT 
w 
, A 
B 6 E  
C & D  
H 
I 
J 
K 
BENDlNO MOMENT 
(Nm) 
40,139 
24,012 
3,218 
101,427 
963 
1,748 
- .______ 
' SIMILAR TO 
OOA TYPE 
TRUSS (G.E.)' 
OOA TYPE 
TRUSS (G.E.? 
OOA TYPE 
TRUSS (Q.E.J' 
WA/TYPE 
TRUSS (G.E.? 
OOCI TYPE 
TRUSS (G.E.P 
OOA TYPE 
TRUSS (G.E.)* . 
DEPTH 
(mi 
6,bh 
2.29 
0.03 
-< 
2 s  
0,62 
0.76 
0.47 1,704 SUPERMAST 0.33 1.23 X 106 1.23 X 106 
ASTROMAST*~ OIA 
3.82 X 104 
S 
I 
i 
i 
1 
! i 
i 
1 
MARGIN OF 
SAFETY 
0.43 
-0.43 
0.43 
0.43 
0.43 
0.43 
STIFFNESS 
Btxr  (N n12) 
7.36 X 108 
6,83 X 107 
3.10 X 108 
3.10X 108 
8.31 X l& 
1.36 X l @  
CHARACTERlSTlCS 
Elvv (N m2) 
3,87 X 108 
2.91 X 107 
1 , s  X 106 
1.58 X 108 
3.16 X 106 
8.83 X 106 
JQ (N m2) 
2.36 X 107 
2.47 X 108 
1.68 X 106 
8.81 X 106 
5.02 X 104 
9.15 X 104 
--- 
DIMENSION8 FEED LOCATION ACCURACIES 
?/L NO. a. I P* 8Xe ( &Yo / bZ* I ELEMENT ROTATION 
I I I I 
I 
/. ' 0203 0.203 0203 0.1 DEOREE 2 r c o m I  " o I *  I I I I , 
1 1  m I 20 1 3.8 I0,07@10.07810~078 1 0.1 DEOREE 
*METEAS , . b I ,  * ,  
I 
2 Figure 3-4. Alternative #4 representative payload geometry tolerancee, 1 1 
1 I 
I Table 3-6. Alternative #4 structural requirements, 4 
-1 
I ! 
I 1 
I 
I 
I r 
--- 
I ' 5  1 
_ 1 
i 
: 
I 
I 
* 
s .  
i 
I *ALL SECTIONS ARE GRAPHITE EPOXY OOA TYPE TRUSSES. i 
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3.2.3 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, A NASTRAN firrib elemet~l lnodel wag generated for i r 11 
B 
I 
i the Alternative # plotform based on be  i~ldiyldunl modulo grblt transfer streng?h I requirements. The yodel was oompri~e4 of 01 grid pohtts) 0.L structurd dements, , 
t and 390 ~tructurdl  dogmes of iroedom. Nahkrd modes M d  corresponding natural 
Irequenoies \yere determined for tho syatemj the results. are  glvcn in FLwre 3-5. i 
P The h n d m e n t d  natural frequepay of the syatem based on strength req~LremenY8 LB 
0.019 Hz. A similar analysis of the Alternative W4 plnfform resized to comply wit11 
stiffness requiremcnta would yield signlfionntly higher nnhrrnl frequencies. Agaln, 
caution must be exercised to aisure that the lower frequency vtbrational modea do 
not internot with the ACS and cause instnbllity. Aa rioted previously, ACOSS control 
teahniques can obviate this possibility. 
<" 
\ 2, 
, 
I 
I 
STflUCTUnfiL VlBflATION MODE 7 
NATUnAL FnEOUENCY 0,019 He 
i 
I Figure 3-5. Alternative #4 dynmlic analysis. 
1 
Alternatives X2 and 13 nxv essentidly 
intermediate with respect to Alternatives f 1 and t 4 ;  i. e., they share important 
1. 
structurnl characteristics of each. 
Altelaative #2 is  similar in most aspects to Alternative #I. Each consists of a 
\ \, number of 15,000 lb modules, with each module mated to n single-stage e*qe~~dable 
OTV and launched in n single Shuttle flight. The principal difference between the 
hvo concepts is  the buildup option at geosynchronous orbit. The Alternative #3 plat- 
form is composed of docked, dependent nlodules while Alternative #I consists of & 
constellation of independent platforms. 
i- 
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aescnlPtloN OF 
MODE SHAPES 
nlaw BODY MODES 
@ MAST TOnSlON 
@ ARM TQnSlON 
@ MAST T O ~ S I O N  
@ IL @ MASTS, 
COUrLED TQpSIQIJ 
@ B€hM TORSlOk) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
k 
1 
1 
L S  
I 
MODE 
1.8 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
'i 
2'3 
* 
F~ECH)ENCY 
4144 
)I 
0,orn 
0,023 
0,030 
0,043 
0,044 
"i' 
0,0911 
The tderrttuel mlutimum paokaged aizee and weight8 of the Alternntive #2 atrd #l 
modules imply simllar Orblter cargo-bay oradle de~lgne (ASE) to ~ a a a t  Shuttle launclr 
and lnndlng load&. Loads induced by LEO to GEO orbit transfer 'cvlll be eslssntlally 
equivnletrt slnoe the same OTV i8 uqed for transfer in either o a ~ e .  Deployment loads, 
along with docking and/or servioiug londs, a re  not n mnjor co~rsideration In either 
cnsa sinoe these will be limitnd by appropriate deploymtsart rates and docking vslocities, 
reapeotively, such thnt reeultiny londs do not exceed other operational loads, 
It would ba reaaonnblu to expect ~lgniflcnnt dlfferenoes in ACS loading and related 
on-orbit stiffness requirements between Alternntivos H2 and #l beoause of the 
difference in bqildup option, I, e, , docked modulssl vqrsu4 Indopo'ndont modules, re- 
spectively. Tho trabrnl vibrational freqi~ancies oT a large docked platform would also 
generally differ from those of smaller, independeilt p l a t f o m ~ ,  2hese aspects of 
Ahmat ive  $2 may nak be eomparnble to those of Alternative $1. The buildup option 
of Alternative fi4, Irowelrer, is  the smls as that of Alternative 92 and ultlmataly yields 
a single large platfoml, $he stiffness requirements and dpnmio rejlponse of A l t e r  
native 62 \~;~pu,l.:! be expected to be similar to that of Alternative #4. 
, Tlro utility distribution systems of Alternatives #2 and #4 are  nlso simllnr, since 
enoh sy8tem is initiated by an autonomous module and then is built up with the addition I 
t of eaclr succeesiva module until completion. Any influence thnt the utility distribution 
1 
system may lrove on the strength requireinents of the Alternntive 1 2  platform would be 
expected to be similar to that of Alternative #4. 
I 
The characteristic structurnl aspects of AlternaHve #2, therefore, are  colntnon 
ta tlrose of the Alternative #A and #4 concepts, It is  reasonable and appropriate to 
recognize that the general, results and corralusioas of oorresponding, respeotive anti- P 
lyses of Altortrativos #1 and #4 would not be charrged significt~ntly by the ndditionnl 
sllnlysls of Alternative N2. Therefore, tlre analysis of Altenrative #2 is not considered 
necessary at  this time. 
I 
Likewise, the Alternative #3 concept shares silnildr structursil char8cteristics 
with Alternatives 91 and #4. Alternutives #3 and #4 each consist of n number of 
37,00'0 lb modules lsunclres individually in single Shuttle flights and mated indivf- 
dually In LEO with n two-stage reusable low-tlrrust OTV brought up in two successive 
f Shuttle flights. The buildup modes of Alternatives 13 and #l are  the same: eaeh 
yields n constellation of Ladependent platforms, 
The anulysis of Altert.lntiva $3 is not considered necessary because of its sin+ 
lnrity to) Alternatives #4 and HI, If the analysis were performed for #3, however, 
i t  would expected that the ASE requirements and orhitul transfer requirements 
L 
I would be similar to thoso of Alternative 514, and the stiffness requirements, d y ~ ~ m l i c  
I i response, and utility distribution system influence on strength to be similar to those 
I 1 
Y of Alternative #1. 
5; 
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18 3.4 SUMMARY 
I v 
I i 
, 
I 
Alternatives #1 and #4 wore analyzed in detail with respect to strength r(!quirehents, 
1 stiffness ,requirements, and dynamio response. It was determined that Altarnative8 
#2 and #3 are intermedilite in nature: with respect to structural charaoteristios, and 
I I 
1 I that the additional analyses of #2 and #3 would only provide similar results, The 
t I analyses of Alternatives #2 and #3, therefore, are not considered necessary at this 
time, 
The strength requirements were fourid to be dependent on LEO to GEO orbital 
transfer, which is the morilt severe loadttg condition enaountered, For Alternative #1, 
the transfer vellicle is an uxpendnble O W  wvjth T/W = 0,07, Orbitd transfer is 
5 feasibb for the filly deployed eonfiyrntions of the Alternative #1 platforms con- / siderad. The two-stage reusable O W  with T/W = 0.31 was initiiilly conaidered for 
I Alternative orblt transfer. Platform modules could not be trthsferred fully de- 
I ployed by this O W ,  and a more appropriate T/W = 0.055 was used In the analysis. 
The utility distribution sysbmu were found to have only a slight influenee on the 
strength requirements of structural members, The effect 'represents an inorems in 
a stm&urcii weight on the order of 2 to 4% for each structural element of Alternatives 
I 
k #1 and #4. Design considerations other than strength are likely to govern the designs 
of most members, and sinoe this is tc conceptual design analysis, the 2 to 4% effect is 
conuidered negligible. 
The stiffness requirements are dependent on the specific operational geometric 
tolerances that payloads and payload components must satisfy under any loading con- 
dition. The critioal on-orbit londing condition is ACS firing for the purposes of 
pointing snd stationkeeping, Accelerations produced by ACS firing are approximately 
0.01 g and 0.0003 g along A P C ~  of the three principal axes for Altarllatives #1 and, #4, 
respectively. Nearly all slciuctural elements of tI16 Alternative #1 platfomns required 
I significant size inoreases (above strength requirements) to stttinfy stiaTness require- 
ments. This produced an 8% increaae in structural weight, or a 2% increase in total 
platform weight for Alternative #l. Approxhnately half of the Alternative # 4 members 
required resizing to satisfy stiffness requirements, The resulting inorease in weight 
for the Alternative #4 platform is approximately 22% in st.mctural weight, or 3% in 
total platform weight. 
8 
NASTRAN finite element analyses were performed to determine natural modes and 
corresponding natural vibrhtional frequencies for Platform No. 1 of Alterpstlve #I, 
and for Platfolm Alternative #4. Tlre fundamental natural frequency of tho Alternativa 
#1 platform resized for stiffness requirements was found ta be 0.148 Hz. Tlie fun+ , 
mental natural frequency of the Alternative $4 ~1at;fox-m sized for strength requirements 1 was 0.019 Hz, For each case, steps must be talcell to assure that low frequency modes do not interact with the ACS and cause instability. Presently nvail&le nodes-control techniques provide control solutions for ~ a r ~ c  Spa e Systems such ne those investigated 
I in this study. 
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Technology requirements and needs in this annlyrrie sre limited to those related 
b structure only. h moat inmtmoea the technolol(y needa are oommon to nll concepts. 
Only the larger, docked plrffonns have additional technology neadlr in the areas of 
aseembly and O W  mating in low easth orbit, and platform-ta-platfonp docking in  
, / 
geosynahronous orblt. 
4.3 METHODOLOGY 
Four areas were looked d in detennlnlng the structural technology needa for develop 
ment of Operational Geostationary Platforme, 
1 
, i 
r _-1 
Pi 
! 
a. Utilities Accommodation 
1 i 
I 
b, Interfacie8 I 
c. Strehgth & Stiffness 
I \ 
d, Materials & Stmctural Components 
I 
I In each of Wese areas? Alternntl~e !f was further defined to provide etmekjiiat 
P 
b detdil in the areas of utilities accommodafion and intdrfaces, particularly with respect 1 
t to utilities requirements nnd mutings over structural elements and joints. Strength, 
stiffness, materials, and stmoturnl component requirements were also determined 
to moet payload pointing accurnoy requirements. The drawings, sketches, and data i 
I resulting from tho detailed definitions were then analyzed to identify feasible design i 
configurations to accommodate the utilities and to identify structural technology 
requirements. Alternative 14 was scrutinized to determine any additioruil unique 
teohnicnl requirements, and the procesls repeated for Alternatives #2 and #3. 
/ 
'AfCes ull technical requirements were identified, they were listed and the status 
I of each determined with kespect to technology voids, existing stateof- the-art, and 
existing or planned technology development, From this comparison, the recommended 
technology development requirements were extracted b assist LSST program manage 
ment in formulating s technology development plan. 
4.4 ;TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 
? ! 
4.4.1 UTILIPIES ACCOMMODATION, Regardless of the size or complexity of the 
platform configurations considered in this study, interconnection of platform subsys- 
tems and mission equipment is a commondlty basic to all, as shown in Figure 4-1. 
Additional intercorinection is required behveen many of the subsystems themselves, 
I such as the power management subsystem, poser generation (solar arrays), power 
I I I storage (batteries), and distribution subsystems. To satisfy these routing and in ter  I connection requirements, the platform structure must support fluid lines, signal and data cables, and power busses across both rigid and deployable structural elements. 
4- 2 
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I 
There are no technology requirements for muting utility lines across rigid stmc- ' 1  
t u rd  elements; this is an existing satellite state-of-theart, 
r 
I 
t 
i There is a technology requltamhnt, however, in routing utility lines 
t acr*oss deployable structural members, and across deployrrlen t joints , 
To package the platform within the Shuttle cargo bay ,  many platform 
structural elements must be telescopic, expandable, or foldable with 
rotating andlor geniculate joints, To be compatible with the structural 
elements, the utilities lines must themselves be capable of extension, 
contraction, o r  bending, with storage accommodation in the packaged 
condition, 
Pi i i 1 
I 
Power Distribution - 
4- 
r ~ t n  Cablea 
Fluid Unee 
~ e c h a n i s m s  and techniques for accomplishing the above is an area of technology 
requirement which hnq not as yet been developed adequately for spaoe apglication. 
I Tlie technology invofves meohanisms for extending fluidl.lnes and electrical umbilicals 
dong extensible booms and beams; storage mechanisms such as reels, scissors, and 
I cylinders; integrated and optimized utility line cross-sections for bending and storage; 
1 
r techniques for flaking, lagging, guiding, coiling, and reeling; and reliable transition 
across rotating jstnta, In most cases, the technology requirement encompasses both 
structural and subsystem design considerationa. The metliodology or technology r J developnient must, therefore, be a coordinated effort to obtain standardized, acceptable 
solutions. 
4,4,2 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS, In analyzing the interface requirements in- 
volvod in the Operational Geostationary Platform configurations selected by NASA, 
I only those interfaces unique to the platform program were addressed. Internal sub- 
t system/mfsdon equipment interfaces were not considered since they are state-of-the- 1 : art as presently utilized in existing communic&ons satellites. 
1 
I 
I ) 
I I 
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1 Figum 4-1. Utilities accommodation requirements, 
I 
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13 lnkrriaoea whloh are wrlque ta tho plotfonn program are directly relatad to 
I program-unique operatione t 43 '1 
i \ 
I a. Asaembly ot platform modulo sapnenta (payload componerlts and platform 
ei;ruotur?e) In low earth orbit. a 
i b, Mating of the orbit transfer vehlolo atages ta the platform, in low earth orbit, !' 
o, Docking of platform module6 in geoeynchronous orbit, 
d, Docking of a Service Systenl (TMS) 14th u platform in gsosynchronous orbit. 
1 
4,4.2.1 Assembly of Platform Module Sements in Low Eqrth Orbit, Nl ly  deployable 
eargo-bay size platform modules designed to carry prcdomlnantly communic~tlons 
payloads, gepot'nlly exhibit paokaging denaitiee far below tho avdlable optimum of 
1,083.3 lb par linear ft, of cargo bay, To more efficiently utilize the uvrrfloble 
weight capubility of tlra Orbiter, full cargo-bay size platform modules must, there- 
fore, be designed to aoc~mmodtzte some separately packaged plntforrn module segments 
and payload components, carried in space available volumes in the cargo bay, This 
approach, as \reed in Alternatives N13 and #4, requires assembly of the separately 
packaged segments in low earth orbit while the platform module i s  still attnolred to 
the Orbiter, Concept Alternatives #1 and #2, the smaller, fully deployable configura- 
tions with attached OTVs, do not require such assembly. 
Assembly of platform module segments in low earth orbit requires the use of ths 
Orbiter Remote Manipulator Systems (RMS) and astronaut extravehicular nciivity 
(EVA), with or  without the Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU) depending on tho com- 
plexity and location of the assembly interface, Astronaut EVA capability inoludes 
installation and removal of protective covers and tie-downs; operation of tools and 
equipment; connection of meohanicd, fluid, and electrical interfaces and umbilicnls; 
deployment, retraction and positioning of antennas, booms, and solar arrays; o v e r  
ride of mechanisms: and cargo transfer, 1 3 
i 
Structural interface requirements to accomplish the assembly tasks include the 
following: 
Z 
1 
3. Structural interfaces designed for EVA assembly with simplicity of task and 
minimum time requirement as design goals. 
b, Incorporation of standard grapple fixtures on segments to accommodate 1 
Orbiter RMS standard end effectors. I 
I 1 c. Incorparation of standard STS handrails and handholds on segments as re- quired for  EVA use, 
I 1 4-4 4 i 3 ri I!
The above requirements are  within existing state-of- the-art design and do not 
impose technology development needs on the program. 
t 4.4.2.2 OW/Platfomn Mating in Low Earth Orbit. Platform module-to-OW mating !I 1 
in low earth orbit may g r  may not prove to be platform-program unique. Platform I I 
). structural interfaces a re  required, however, for platform concept Altdrnatives #3 and 
b #4, to assemble each platform module and its transfer stages in low earth orbit before 
i ' transfer of the module to geosynchronous orbit as shown in Figure 4 2 .  
t 1: 
Preliminary operational analysis indicates an advantage in deliyering tba platform 
module to low earth orbit in the first Orbiter flight, deploying it, and mating it with the 
. -
P 
I flrst transfer stage arriving in the second Orbiter flight. 1 4 
I Structural interface requirements to accomplish the mating task include: 
I 
i a. Airbohe Support ~quipnlent cradle attach paints on the platform module to accommodate cradle support and rotation for platform deployment, checkout, 
and separation, 
I 
I 
I 
k - b, Incorporation of a stacdard O W  mating interface ring on the platform module , d 
i capable-of interfacing with the OTV structure and systems, and capable of 
a ; 
I sustaining the Ov thrust load. 
I c. Incorporation of standard grapple fixtures on the rm module to accom- 
modate RMS end effectors. 
L 
These requirements are within existing state-of-the-art design and do not impose 
r I  technology development needs on the program. t 
4.4.2.3 Docking of Platform Module- to- Platform Module in Geosynchronous Orbit, , 
I Orbiter and OTV performance capabilities as now projected for the next two decades 
I place operational and design constraints on large space structures. To establish a 
single large platform of the 100,000 to 200,000 lb class in geosynchronous orbit, 
piecemeal delivery of modules to the desired geo~ynchronous location i s  required, 
with subsequent module-to-modu,le docking and synthesis of the platform systems. 
. . llDocking" as used here indicates co'i'nplete structural and system interconnection, , 
r I as planned for Alternatives #2 and #Q. 
? 
8 8 
I In-depth analysis of rendezvous and docking techniques and hardware has been 
- ; the subject 6f A i r  Force and IRAD studies at General Dynamics for the past three 
j .  
41  
years. For large flexible space structures such as the geostationary platform, a 
I 1 single-point soft-docking concept has been identified and defined as optimum from a k 7 standpoint of minimum operational risk, structural loading, and technology develop 
I i ment. A variation of this concept is the initial single-point soft-docking, followed by 
i platform module rotation and latching where the configuration involves two o r  three 
i . c. c: 
structural mast o r  ffarmlf interface connections. , 
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piguro 4-2. OTV/plntfom~~\ o d u l e  mntisy in low enrth orbit. 
The siugle-point soft-dooldng concept is shown in F i y r ~  4-3, applied to docking 
b 
of Plnffo:111 RiTodules #l ~ i l d  #2 of Altelaative #4. Datails of Mlo probe rnechairisrns 
uyi3 S~O\VII  i ~ r  Fi&ure 4-4. 
I 
Tlla nct tv~ docking in~cbanisln on the n~p~onciiilrg or  active module illcorpornte,~ 
at1 txqtanduliie ymbe 5 ft. in length that can be steered within u 60 degroe cone u~rgle. 
At a distance of 5 ft. or loss betwaen modules (final upprosclt positiori), the probe is 
extended and stoerad until co~~tnct  is  made wl1;h the passive modulo docking port ntrd 
looked in. Draw-in of tire two modules follows, uuM1 full oontact of the Q O U ~ G ~  
P surEuces is ir~nde turd they &me latched top6tl1er. Tlro illebod minimizes tile nbsorption 
erlergy involved, abvintiiig tho need for n con~plex load-dmying system. After dmw-in, 
modulo a b u t  the active ~rrodule roll t~sis tnkos place u~rtil tlie yaw uses are 
dipped, pernrittieg engagement and look-in d tlie perimeter latches, ns shown in 
, Figure 4-3. 
, 
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I / 
I I! 
i 1 CENTER CORE STRUCTURE (MODULE NO. 1) 2 PLATFORM NO. 1 
I DOCKING ARM (MODULE NO. 2) 
DOCKING CONE i .  
I LATCHING PAWLS (3 PLCS) 
? ! 1 DOCKING GUIDE 
) ' DOCKING PROBE WITH CAPTURE MECHANISM i; 
b 8 LATCHING PAWLS (INTERFACE STRUCTURE1 TYP. 4 PLCS [ ' .  * 
9 INTERFACE STRUCTURE (CORE TO DOCKING ARM) \-I ; r 
10 HINGE C 
11 SERVICES UMBILICAL PANEL (PASSIVE) I 12 SERVICES UMBILICAL PANEL (ACTIVE) 
13 RETENTION FlT?lNO (TYP, 4 PLCS) : m  1 Figure 4- 3. S i n g l e -  point soft- do~king CAPTURE,concept. DRAW-IN, & CLAMP DOWN I{ I I; f 
I 
F 
The platform module-to-platform module docking interface requirement leads to I 
I 
two technology development needs for the geostationary platfQm program: 
I 
I 
i 
a .  Sof t-docking, hard-latching mechanisms for large flexible space 
$ 
structures,  
i 
b. Integrated dockinglumbilical panel units ,  soft-docking mechanisms 
P integrated with powered umbilical panels carrying combined 
electrical, fluid, and fiber optic connectors, which are engaged i 
only after structural alignment and lock-in is complete. 
1 -7 .
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4.4.2.,4 Servicing in Geosynchronous Orbit. Servioing of Operationnl GBostatl~nary 
Platfohns is  a concept whtch extends theuseful life of the platforms and can be used 
to upgrnde system hardware dnd communioationa service8 if desired. It includes 
resupply of fluids such as hydrazine by fluid transfer o r  tmk replaoement, replac& 
ment of expendablea suoh as  batteries, and replnoement of degraded o r  failed com- 
mnents such as black boxes. It can also mean replacement of technologtcnlly obso- 
iete components with more ndvnnoed hardware. 
I '1 I A basic structural concept of the Operationnl GeostnUonnry Platforms i s  the r 
aentrul ooro or  hub containing the major components of the support subsystems, 1 
support interfaces for the s t r u c h r l  arms, masts and booms, and the transfer vehi- ! 1 i 
I 
ole interface (thrust ring). A major advantage of the ooncept is its adaptability to i b 1 design for on-orbit servicing. Specifically: f I I I 
a. The OTV interface on the platform is common to 4 platform modules. 
I 
dl I 
i 
b. Support system expendables and replaceable components are  conoentrated 
primarily in I the platform module core, immediately adjacent to the interface. 
/i 
t c. The interface i s  available for servicing operations nftor the OTV is  jettisoned 1 \ d 
3 in GEO. 1 
These considerations are  exploited in desiglling for on-orb1 t servicing. The 
I platform/~TV interface becomes the plotform/~ervicing System interface, and the 
following design guidelines are established: 
l 
a. Platform expendables and replaceable components are positioned in o r  near r 
the care, with ready access from the servicing system, assumed to be the 
ti Teleaperator Maneuvering System (TMS). b 
I 
b. Expendables and replaceable cornpolrents in all platform modules are to have 
commonality of configuration and location. h $ 
c. Soft-docking and hard-latching capability is to be provided at the interface i: 7 
for TMS docking. i 1 
L 
d. The docking interface is  to include powered fluid/elect t, I 
i 
' ! 
e. Replaceable "black box" component design is to be coordinated with the NASA 4 
Satellite Services Warldng Group (MTGB), for compatibility with n dedicated k I 
Servicing System such as the TMS or  a dedicated derivative. i , 2 !: I 
1 
: 1  I ; 3 n k , Ii 8 d 1: 1 i- 1 e 
ii 
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The above interface requirements for  On-Orbit &rrtcldg indicate a teuhnology 
need identical to that for the platform module-to-module docMng operation identified 
in the previous disc\~ssion. The structural interface and detniled requirements will 
be somowhat different for the hvo opera#ons, but the technology remains the s m e .  
Figure 4-5 illustrates a feasible concept of the Service Docking Interface. 
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? Figure 4-5. On-Orbit Servicing Interface concept. 
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4.4.8 STRENGTH AND STIFFNESS, Ip platform design for c0mmunicatidns ptq4onds 
at geosynohmnous altitude, stiffnelas of the structure separllting the feed asssmbliee 
from the antenna dishes i s  a critical design requirement to maintain proper barn 
geometry, Deflection or distortion of the structure i s  caused by thermal environ- 
, 
snent and by induced loads resulting from the attitude ~oa t ro l  system. 
To eliminate tlrermnl distortion, graphite-epoxy composite materials a re  u8ed 
with the f l b e ~  srientation of the layup designed to give a 2ero coefficient of thermal 
expansiarr (CTE), In actual fabrication, the zero CTE is never attained, but the slight 
positive o r  negative value of tha product is  we11 within the allowable deflection tolerances 
specified by the beam geometry. 
L 
I Strength and stiffness required to react loads of dl kinds i s  a matter of design, in 
I most cases, and does not involve technology development of any kind. 
I For dsployabla stiwotuses, however, special applications a re  encountered which 
i require technology development. Some ~f the structural p1atfoi.m elements are 
carried to low earth orbit in a volume-constrained folded o ~ ;  packaged configura- 
tion. Tjrpicnl of such o configuration is the Astromast built by Astro-Research 
i 
Corpozation of Smta Barbara, California. The packaging dbnsity of this must i s  
, excellent, but it is  fabricated only in relatively s m d l  sizes, and of fiberglass, 
1 
I There is a high-priority need for a high package density deployable rnast I 
fabr'icated in larger sizes, with the low thermal distortion characteristic 1 
of grvaphite-epoxy composites, To date, attempts to build such a mast lrave d 1 
met with llttlc~ s~iccess. 
4.4.4 MATERIALS AND STRUCTmAL COMPONENTS. Closely related to the tech- 
nology requirements noted in tbe proceding sections are three areas of technology 
development which have surfaced during t l is  study: 
I 
I 
I a. Spac+qualified oiimposite structural elements for bxtended life, 
> 
b. Composite end fittings for composite structural elements, 
!; 
c. Space-qualified deployment mechanisms. 
! 
k 4.4.4.1 Space-Qualified Composite Structural Elements, Structural n~aterials for 
the geostationary platforms nluicst be insensitive to temperature effects (low CTE), and 
have a high specific stiffness (high modulus/density ratio). Thermally stable, 
graphite-reinforced organic matrix composites have proven to be the most likely 
candidates for this application. For extended 16-year life, however, additional re- 
search should be undertaken to optimize the materials and fabrication techniques: 
I * 
' 5 I ,; a. Selection of an optimum epoxy matrix consistent with the temperature duty cycle of the platform, 
1'. 
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b. Soleution ot miitartole, plies, angles, temperature, and are  cycles t~ mini- 
mize microornuMng and aging. * 
. 1 o, Minimize outgossit~g, . 1 
i I 1: I 
t 
L 1 d, Evliluate moisture effects and solutione. I P 
e. Minimize radintion effects, 
f. Optinrize adhesive properties. ( $  
I 
1 4.4.4.2 Co~nposite End Fittings. Existing gdaphite-epoxy oornposite fabricatisn tech- 
niques employ aluminum or  titanium lend fittings to join t h ~  aomposite tubular stxuc- 
I turd elements, complicating tho design to attain zero CTE for the structure. 
I 
I There is a technoiogy requirement to develop luyup type, cotn- 
I pression nlblded composite snd fittings to r4eplace the metal end fittings, 
I 
i 4.4.4.3 Space-Qualified Deplo.yment Mechanisms. Deployment ~~~echanisrns  for ex- 
tending e,xpand&le or  telescoping bwmq and masts employ Unhagus, levers, latches, 
- 
motors, gears, bearings, etc. , 1v1lic'h are state-of- the-art. lMliak$lity of such I 
mechanisms in a space enviyon;ment is  ut~certnill unless research Is undertaken to 
space-qualify the systems with respect to operating temperatures, thermal cycling, 
vacuum effects, lubricants, outyassi~g, friction, wear, etc. 
r 
4.5 -. STRUCTURAL -- TECHNOLOGY NEEDS 
I Show'tl ill Figure 4-6 are the major structural technology areas identified as requiring 
development for the Operational Platforms of the 199Os, and their recommended 
status. 
I 4.5.1 UMBILICAL STOWAGE AIW DEPLOYMENT MECHANISMS, Those is no hnowvn activity at the present time for, davelopment of umbilical stowage deployment 
f 1 mecl~anlsms for application sn large space sf~q~ctures. The development must be u 
I coorbinated effort i~lvolving both the umbilical design to meet typical utility require- 
ments, and the deploynlevlt mechmism design to meet the deployment requirements. 
A single ~evelopmeot agency or contraotor is indicated. 
4.5.2 SOFT-DOCICING, HAIIB-WTCHING MECHANISMS. General Dynamics Convilir 
1 + has ~ q e n d e d  appreciable effort in studying tho mechanics, operationnl requirements, 
+ desi* Bnd hardware nssocilltcd wlth docking of large structures in space. The con- 
u 
cept described in the preceding section of this report is n feasible solution to the re- 
requirement. Development should continue, however, for design, fabrication, and I tesking of n selected concept or  concepts. Coordination should be emphasized between 
-. 
the concept developer and the NASA offices responsible for the OrW,  TMS, and the 1. 
J Omce of Satellite Services. 
- 1 
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Figere 4-6. Technology dbvelopiment needs for the 
Geostationary Platform program, 
4.5.3 INTEGRATED DOCIaNG/UMBILICAL PANELS. Parallel with the development 
of soft-docking concepts, u~nbilical panels need, to be developed as an integral part ~f 
the docking hardwqre to provide post-docking sfstem functiong. Such umbilicals will 
1 be required to interconnect platform module systems in the platform docked configura- 
tions and to interconnect the TWS or  equivalent servicing system with all platforms in 
both the docked and constellation configurations, 
4.5.4 DEPLOYABLE. HIGH PACKAGED DENSITY, LOW CTE MAST. Until recently, 
Astro-Research Ccrporntioh has had little success in developing such a mast. The 
s 
need is great. A breakthrough is  required ei,ther in Astroinast technology, or  develop 
ment of a new concept such as the expandable truss. Without such development, effi- 
cient design of deployable platform structures will be hampered. 
4.5.5 SPa4CE-QUALIFIED, EXTENDED LIFE COMPOSITE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS. 
, Extensive effort has been applied toward development of composite structural materials. I ; The existing effort needs augmentation if the potential for application to long-life space structures is to be realized, 
t 
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I I 4.6.6 COMPOSITE END FITTINGS. The deyolopment of csmposIte end fittings to 1 I 
1 
replace sxlsting metnllio fittlngs is an advancement in stnte+obthe-art whlch would 
benefit the large spaoe struotures progrma in terms of decreased weight, mom 
thermally stable structures, and aimpllflcation of strut design. The development I 
i should be started now to complement the development of the long-life composite i  
I t materials technology. 1 
L 1 B 
4.5.7 SPACE-QUALIFIED DPPLUYMENT MECHANISMS. Deployment mechanlsms 
are  being designed to provide deployment oapability for large space structures, but as 
yet there has been no attempt to ensure reliability of auch conoepts. Fabriontion and i 
i testing in n space environment needs to be planned before platform s t ~ u c h r a l  deaign 
I proceeds. 
I I( 
If B e  Geostationary Ratform structural technology needs lisM in Section 4.5 were 
I to be initiated or augmented as indicated, each item of developed hardware could be 
ground-tested in n simulated space environme~t Serious cotlsideration should be 
given, how we^, to integrating the technology developments in  a single Orbi ter  based I 
b space validation test unit, similar to that shown in F i y r e  4-7. The unit s h o w  la 
being proposed for validation testing of an expandable truss, adaptable to deployment 
of an existing bbay, 26 ft. section of the truss, or to deployment of a full-length 
! 266 ft. beam. The unit wili fly as an additional payload on a Spacelab mission. 
An LSST structural technology test mission would consist of two items in the 
cargo bay, sharing the Orbiter with other payloads. The principal item would be an 
advanced technology expandable truss similar to that shown in Figure 4-7, incorpo- 
rating the following technology developments: 
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Testing would include functional validatiin of the deployable structure and deplo& 
ment mechanisms, thermal distortion and deflection measurements, and docking hard- 
1 ,ware validation and operations, 
i i 
I Testing could well include related technoiogy developments: 
a. Desilpi of a multi-purpose umbilical bundle, rs ther  than a simulated umbilical 
for  deployment mechanism testing. 
b.1 2MS operations for docking, rahter than the RMS docking simulalon. 
SUMMARY 
RBSULTS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1.1 ALTERNATIVE # l c  PLATFORM NO. 1. As shown in Figure 5-1, element "Efl 
is  a gemi-deployable payload-support structural arm carrying power, data, and fluid 
lines which must pivot down 90°, extend 1.6 meters, and deploy in cross section for 
rigidity. Packaged payload No. 3 then extends downward on a three-seotion telescopic 
mast', rotates 90°, extends the main reflector arms 1.2 meters, and deploys the main 
reflectors, These are the routing; requirements, Representative design solutions to 
accommodate the deployment movements l i ~ t e d  are  detailed in Section I, Utilities 
accommodations on this particular structural element are: 
4 
a. Trunk Umbilicals 
a 
Power: 4 wires, # lo  AWG ,i 
18 wires, #I8 AWG 
(.I i I 
Function: 36 TSP, #22 AWG (Actuator power lead*) I 
60 TSP, #26 AWG (Baseband data and sensors) 
150 Fiber Optics, 1.3 mm (Baseband data and broadband RF) 
Fluid: 2 lines, 2.5 cm dia (radiator) 
I 
I ~ombidbd Umbilical Weight: 4.696 kg/m 
P Combined Umbilioal Cross-section: 31.99 cm2 I I 1 
$ < 
1 b, Payload No. 3 Branch Umbilicals 
Same as the tfun.!;, iess 14 wires, #18 AWG and 34 wires, #26 AWG. 
l', 
5.1.2 ALTERNATIVE #I, PLATFORM,, NO. d Figure 5-2 illustrates the worst case 
routing for a telescoping mast structura,l element. A s  shown, the mast must extend 
nearly 5 meters overall, 3.6 meters in the lower element Ax. There are numerous 
techniques for accommodating the utilities umbilicals over such a mast, The one 
shown here, a traveling utilities reel, uses a flat-ribbon single umbilical; details are  
I 
shown In Section 1, While not a stmcturlll requirement, development of this type of 
umbilical would run in parallel with the structural element and reel design. 
11 
Utilities a~commodations on the mast are: 
,- 
I 
Power: 8 wires, #18 AWG 
s Function: 18 TSP, #22 AWG 
33 TSP, #26 AWG 
583 Fiber Optics, 1.3 mm 
\ 
Fluid: 2 lines, 1.0 cm dia. 
Combined Umbilical Weight: 3.333 kg/m 
< , 
Combined Umbilical Cross- section: 41.01 cm2 1 :  l n 
I 1 
I i 
1 
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Figure 5-2. Alternative #I, Platform No. G utilities accommodation 
concept an telescoping mast. I 
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I 
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5.1.3 ALTERNATIVE #4. PLATFORM NO. 1. T&$ platform module, F i m  &3, 
carfles the longest expandable masts used in the development of the candidate platform 
configur&tlons. The truss structure itself, expnndnble mnst in the figure, is in 
development a t  General Dynamics Co~wair;  n full-scale &bay deployable section 
(6 ft x-7 f t  x 26 fi). Figure 5-4, has been fabricnted Md h n c t i o n ~ l ~  tested. The 
truss is built of both rigld and hinged graphite-epoxy struts,  and has been exeruised 
through pnokaging and deployment operations with umbilicnls nttnched, a s  shown. 
Again, umbilical development should be cwrdlnsted with structural development as 
a corollary technology. 
PrtilCtias nccommodatlons on the platform mast  ["u, Figure 5-3, a r e  a8 followa: 
Power: G lay cnbles, #3 AWG, 19 strand 
4 wires, 113 AWG 
20 wires, HI8 AWG 
a mnction: 34 TSP, #22 A\YG 
58 TSP, %26 AWG 
144 Fiber Optics, 1.3 mm i 
; 
k e Fluid: (3 lines, 2.5 cm din 
4 lines, I. 0 am dia 
I [ Combined Umbilicnl Weight: 6,222 kg/m 
Combined Umbilical Cross-section: 62.38 amP 1 t I 
5.1.4 GENERAL. Where tlie total crvss-sectionul nron of the utilities to be uccom- 1 
tnodated on a structural element is grent, a s  is the aase in the three exmplos  sum- 1 I 
I mariqed above, the diameter of n single umbilical ivould be in the order  of 2.5" to 1 Ii 3. 5Ir. Tn uchad design, multiple umbilicals would be uaed to keep the umbiliafil 
I diameters and bend radii low, to provide the flexibility needed on the type of stlvc- 
ture being used. Multiple umbilicals have the added advantage of routing directly to 
n payload o r  support system component (such ns n solar  panel) without l iv ing  to 
brnnch off a trunk umb/liod. 
,I i
1 
: f 
In general, utilities accommodntion imposes no particular problems is the struc- 1 t u r d  requirements area. A fallout of the analysis, however, i s  khe requirrn~ent  for 
I 
I technology development in the umbilical design area. 
k 
. . 
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Flppre 5-3. Alternative '4. Plntfom module No. 1. 
Figure 5-4. General D y I ~ m l ~ s  prototvpe SQ0Ce truss. 
6.2 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS - 
Platform internal subeyste~n/misaion equipment interfaces ate axidting state-of-the-art 
a s  used in present d&y qommunications satellites and do not lead to technology develop 
ment mqairements. Platfomn-unique interface requirements which do lead to teohnoiogy 
need8 a r e  those involved In platform operations, Such interface requirement8 are a m -  
marized by operation a s  follows: 
4 Plqtfomn Module Assembly In. LEO1 
i Simple segment-toosegment interface design for  EVA nssembly. i $ 1  
I I Grapple fixtures on segments fcr  RMS and effectors, 1 
I '\ E I Handrails and handholds on segments as required for EVA assembly. 
I 
I b. ~ ~ ~ / ~ l a t f o r m  Module Mating in LEO 
Platform Module/AS~ cradle attach points for boost loads, rotation, 
I deployment, checkout, and separation. 
k 
I ~ i a t f o n n j O T V  Interface thrust ring tind unbilieui psnal an the platform 
b to accommodate the O W .  
Grapple fixtures on the platform modules for RMS end effectors. 
I 
c. Module-to-Module DocMt~g in  GEQ 
Docking loads on the structure less than operational loads during Orbiter 
ascent or  OTV transfer. 
Minimum bumping risk, i. e. , positive mechanical draw-in. 1 
I 
I I a Sequential docking, structural locking, and umbilical connection. 
I 
i d. On-Orbi t Servicing in GEO 
I 
I 
Same interface requirements ns module-to-module docking in GEO. 
e Structural interface compatibility with the TMS, preferably the same I interface a s  the OTV. I 
t j 
I T  
I .i 
1 .  5- 7 I =  4 
I !* I 
5.3.1 STRENGTH. Strength antdygls and sizing of platform structural elements were 
I based on LEO-to-GEO transfer in the deployed configurations, the most sevare loading 1 
I, 1 
condition ancounte:red during the pldtfom mission. Orbit t r a n ~ f e r  acceleration loads $ < /  i I 
used iq the onalyserv were 0.07 g foy Alternative 81 platforms with the expendable OTV, 
and 0.036 g for Alterna(;lva #4 platfo~ms wlth the 2-stage reusable O W .  I E i 
Utility qcc6mmodation was found to have only a slight influence on the strength 
requirements of structural members, increasi~g the s tmchra l  element weights by 
6.3.2 STIFFNESS. Stiffness requirements for the platform structural elements are a 
function of the specific geometric blerances that coinmunlcations payloads and their 
components mqst maintain under operational conditions. The critical on-orbit loading 
condition is  ACS firing for pointing and st ationkeeping, producing linear accelerations +, 
along each of the three principal w e s  of approdmatel 0*0003 g for 
Alternatives % 1 and #4, respectively, 
i Resizing of structural elements above strength requirements to satisfy stiffness 
requirements required significant increased in section size and weight: 8% increase 
in structural weight (2% in tptai platform weight) for Alternative #I; 22% increase in 
structural weight (3% in total platform weight) for Alternative #4. 
l 
Stiffness requirements outweight strength requirements for the Geostationary 
Platform configuration in this study, a p@yload-unique characteristic, possibly, of 
the communicat!ons platform large space system structure. 
5.3.3 STRUCTURAL VIBRATION FREQUENCIES. Dynamic model analysis of Alter- 
native #I. Platform No. I. sized for stiffness, and Alternative 4 Platform sized for 1 
strength, both showed fundamental natural frequencies in the seventh mode, at 0.148 Hz 
(vertical bending, solar array arm) for the Alterr\adve # l  platform, and at 0.019 Hz 
(torston, central mast) for Alternative 84. These'values are unimportant in themselves, 
but do show the approximate range of frequencies to he expected with this type and size " 
F of structure. As more definlave designs and hardwart! develop during the program, the 
finite element analyses will more accurately identify n h r a l  modes and frequencies for 
which modes-control techniques can provide contyol so?:utions. 
I J 
I 
! 
5.4 REQUJREMENTS SUMMARY 
I 
' 1  Results of the analysis of Geostationary Platform Alternative #1, Platform No. I, are 
summarized in Table 5-1, as  representative of typical platform utilities interface re- 
quirements. 
I Major structurai requirements and parameters for both Alternative C 1  and #4 are 1 -  k summarized in Table 5-2. 
i Table 5-1. Alternative lil, Platfolm No. 1 utilltfes interface requirements summary. d 
I 
k 
i I 
Y I 
I I Tablo 5-2. Summary - major  platform atmatuunl requirements and parameters.  
1 
I 
I 1  
1 1  
I 
t i  
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I 
1 
*I 
1 
I 
I 
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f 
I 
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I 
r 
I 
E 
Maximum Platform Module Weight 
A l t e ,mt ive  #I: 16,000 lb. 
A l t e m t i v e  #4: 37,000 lb, 
Orbit. T rsnaflsr Vehicle 
Alternative 41; Single-stage, expendnble, low thrust WV. 
Alternntive # I :  Two-atage, reusable, low thme t  OTV. 
Orbit Tranafer  L a d e  
A l t e m t i v e  #I: T/W = 0.07; dynnrnic factor = 2.0. 
Ln rgest bending moment = 0,570 Nm, . 
Alternative #4: T/W = 0.035; dynamic factor = 2.4, 
Ln rgest Bet~ding moment = 101,427 Nm. 
Effect of Utility Distribution on Strurturnl Weight 
Alternative #l: 2 to  4% increase. 
Alternative #4: 2 to  4% increase. 
Attitude Coi~t rol Sys tern Accelerations 
Alternative PI: Ax = Ay = AZ = 0.01 g; dynamic factor  = 2.0. 
Alternntivo #4: A, = Ay = A, = 0.0003 g; dynamic factor = 2.0. 
Effect of Stiffness Resizing on Stmcturnl Weight 
Alternative k l :  8% increase. 
Alte rna tivo 14: 22% increase. 
l'undnmentsl Natural Vibrational Frequency 
Alternative 11: 0.148 Hz ( P l a t f o m  No. 1). 
Alternative #4: 0, 019 Hz. 
1 r m a t  4 
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STRUCTURALTECHNOLOGYNGEDS 3
Tho major ~ t ruo tura l  technology needs which liave omorgod from this study aro sum- 
marized in Flguro 6-6, While & have evolved from tho geostatfonary platform con- 
ff guration requiromeets, all a r e  equally npplictlbls to at~y large space struoturos based 
on tho deployment concept and missions involving doclcing and servicing, 
Figure 5-5,  Techuologjr development needs for the 
Geostationary Platform program, 
Soft*Docking, WardnLatchlng OTV 
Mechanisms TMS I/ 
As a risk reduction step in implementation of the Geostationary Platform program and 
other related large space structures programs, the structural technology requirements 
listed in Figure 5-5 above should be initiated early in  the program schedule, prior to 
Phase B. These technologies should be considered a minimum development commit- 
ment if the programs a re  to proceed, 
lntegratod Docking1 
Umbilical Panels 
Deployable, High Packaging 
Density, l o w  CTE Masts 
I 1  
Space Quail fled, Long-Llfo 
Composite FAaterial's 
Composite Structural 
Element End Fittings 
Space Qualified 
Deployment Mechanisms 
OTV 
TMS 
r/ 
v 
-.I 
r/ 
v 
v 
I 
r/ 
v 
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Serious c~nsideration~should also be given to integrating the single technology if l1 
developmentn into a single Orbiterbased space validation bst unit as described in 11 I 
'I Section 4.6, The test unit would require considerably less than half the cargo bay ii 
volume, minimizing the STS cost. Testing would include fwt3tional validation of the r: I deployable structure and deployment mechanisms, utilities and utilities deployment Jl , 
mechanisms, docking and umbilical connection hardware, and measurements of thermal !) I 
.distortion, loads, and deflections. Rslated t;Bchnologies could also be tested o r  valf- 4 I 
,\ i/ 1 
ciztrjd including TMS operations for douking and asrvicfnip;, sensof;l for approach and I 
I r;r,distnp, EVA component replacement or  repair techniques, EVA-assisted a~sesnbly, ' I  i q:  
;it%: ~ o l a r  arAY deployment. j <! ' t 
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APPENDIX A 
UTILITIEB ACCOMMODATION DATA 
U T l l  I T l E S  S I Z I N G  D A T A  
Cable weight data, 
R G 303 COAX CABLE: 0.170 in, Oia, 
R G 142 COAX CAB LE: 0.206 in, Dia, 
GOLITE 5000 Single-Sheathed 
Optical Filament: 1,3 mm Dia. 
STANDARD WIRING 
AWG DIA. (in,) - TYPE 
6 0.1620 Single Copper Conducter Glass Reinforced TFE Cover 
10 0,1019 Single Copper Conducter Glass Reinforced TFE Cover 
15 0,05707 Single Copper Conducter Glass Reinforced TFE Cover 
16 0,05082 Singla Copper Conducter Glass Reinforced TFE Cover 
18 0,04030 Single Copper Conducter Glass Reinforced TFE Cover 
22 0.02535 Twisted Shielded Pair MI L-C-27500 Type V 
26 0.01 594 Twisted Shielded Pair MI L-C.27500 Type V 
(Ratioed using bare wire weight) 
WtIUnlt Length" 
1 18.2 lb/1,000 f t  
46.32 l b/1,000 f t  
19.26 lb/1,000 f t  
17,64 lb/1,000 f t  
13.08 lb/1,000 f t  
36.24 lb/1,000 f t  
14.33 lb/1,000 f t  
Estimate of conductor insulation thioknoss for  
purpose of determining minimum bend radii. 
5. 
REF: MIL (2.17 
MIL C.27500 TYPE V (TSP) 
IVI I L W-22759 
BEND RADIUS= 10 d 
Mi~limum bond radii f o r  aleotrioal/datn sorvicas, 
1.3 mm Fiber Optic - Jackated, Single Strand 
Minimum Radius = W n c h 2  
For tho coated copper conductors - assume minimum bend radlus of 
10 X Ounide Jacket Dlam~lter 
WIRE OUTSIDE MIN BEND X*SECTION 
TYPE 
- - DIA. (In,) RADII (in.) AFIEA (ln2) COMMENTS 
RG 303 COAX 0.1 70 
RG 142 COAX 0,206 
AWG 3 0.370 
AWG 6 0.324 
AWG 10 0,245 
AWG 13 0.203 
AWG 15 0.1 71 
AWG 16 0,152 
AWG 18 0.129 
AWG 22 TSP 0.177 
&\A/ /? 3C T C D  
n v v v  fiv I ur- C.121 
1.3 mm O,F, 0302 
0,0227 
0,0333 
0.1070 Woven strap for pivots 
0,0824, Woven strap for pivots 
0,047 1 
0,0320 
0,0230 
0.0181 
0,0131 
0,0246 
0,Oi 15 
0.0082 
*I i 
Tubing weight data. 
2.5 cm DIA TUBE 
Aluminum A = 0,761 In2 
p = 0,102 lbIin3 A = 4,909 cm2 
W = (0.102)1 (1.122 - 1.02) = 0.0204 lb/in = 244.6 lb/1,000 f t  
1,O cm DIA TUBE 
Aluminum 
p = 0.102 1b/in3 
WAVEGUIDE 2,5 X 5 cm 
Aluminum 
p = 0.102 1b/in3 0.50-*,+1 x0 1 
A L T E R N A T I V E  1 
A3tTERNhTTVE 1 
UTILITY CROSS-SECTION AREA REQUIRERIENTS 
PLATFORM STRUCTURAL 2 WIRE CABLE CABLE 
NO, ELEMENTWT AREAS (in21 AREA (In21 DIA (In,) OTHER SERVICE 
A 2,804 
B 0.707 
C 0,707 
D 1,066 
Feeds 1,231 
E 4.696 
F 3,547 
G 3.6S2 
Radiator 
1,433 
0,706 
0,706 
0,922 
1,234 
2.092 + (2) 2,5 crn Fluid Lines 
1,4944 + (3) 1.0 cm Fluid Lines 
1,031 
0.667 3. (2) 2.6 cm Fluid Lines 
0,610 + (1) 2.5 X 5 cm 
Waveguide 
1,963 
I ,s;;t3 
0,806 
0.852 
0.41 3 
0,659 
A L T E R N A ' T I V E  1 
P L A T F O R M  N O .  1 
Altornetlvo i, Platform No. 1 Wlra S S  
E = 100VDC;AErIV 
E IR: Power n E l  
Assume drop of 1% Is permissible, or AE PI 2V, 
Assume peek powor = 2 X average power, 
Assume redundant hot/ground wires, l,e,, 4 wlros/functlon, 
Assume minimum wire size of #I8 AWG, 
PAY LOAD 
#2,1 XMITTER 
l(r2.1 RECElVER 
#3 XMITTER 
P 
AVG POWER (w) 
320 
130 
1800 
LENGTMA 
(ft) 
30 
30 
40 
13 RECEIVER 1 150 1 46 # I  1 300 1 90 1 .6 3,O 
1,O 
1,Q 
26.2 
#3 1 
$43 & $55 
SOLAR PANELS 
(DBL) 
P I DII- 
E 
(amps) 
3,2 
1.3 
18,Q 
100 1 40 
ALLOW 
~~9 
for LENGTH& 
0,31 
0.77 
O,06 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
0.67 1 14.8 
0.33 3,7 
'100 ' 
2620 
1,OO 
1 .OO 
0.04 
3 6 
90 
R 
FOR1.000FT 
(ohms) 
10,4 
26,6 
1.4 
25,O 
28,6 
Q"42 
AWG i4 
18 
18 
18 
Altornotlvo 1 - Platform No. 1 Sorvlcos Cornpilotion 
,$TByCTURAL COMPON.gNT A (Payload 2.1 Rofloc'cors & Payload 11) 
4 (16 AWO), 24 TSP (22 AWG), 65 TSP (26 AWGJ, 4 11,3 rrrm FOS) 
(Mast A extend dolotad) 
TOTAL * 1,884 Itt11,OrlO ft 
W U C T U R A L  COMPONENTS I3 8r C - See Data Shoot 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT E (Pnyloads 3 and 31 plus ruectlon wheels) 
4 (10 AWG), 18 (18 AWG), 36 TSP (22 AWG), 50 TSP (26 AWG)I 
100 (1,3 mm FOS), 2 (2,5 cm Cooling Lincs) 
6 
3,166 lb11,OOO ft = 1 4.666 kg/m ] 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT F (Payloads 33,43, & 66 plus batt & prop tarrks) 
6 (0 AWG), 4 (18 AWG), 16 TSP (22 AWG), 40 TSP (26 AWG) 1 
1 (1'3 rnm FOS), 3 (1.0 am VendFeed Linas), 8 (RG 503 COAX) 
SBUCTURAL.COMPQO!ENT G - See Data Sheot 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT D - See Data Sheet 
PAY LOAD 2,l FEEDS - See Data Sheet 


--- - 
ALTERNATIVE I, PLATFORM NO. 1 (Contd) 
POWER: 100 VDC STRUCTURAL ELEMENT: EXTENDED ARM (C) 
PAY LOADS SUI'PORTED: NO. 2.1 RECEIVE REFLECTOR 
TRANSFER ' ASTROMAST 
DIRECTION 
/- 17.3 m 
- -  JR; I , C T C I W E ~  r ! 
'RECEIVE REFLECTOR 
LMSC WRAPPED RIB 
(EXTEND, PIVOT, UNFURL, & POINT (GIMBALS) 
CABLE X-SECT AREA (C) = 2.52 cm* 
T A S K  11 DATA SHEET - L S S T  UTILITIES 
ALTERNATIVE 1, PhATFORlM NO. 1 (Contd] 
CABLE X-SECTION AREA (El = 2217 cm2 
PQVJEP,: ISQ VDC STRUCTURAL ELEMENT: PIVOTING ARM (E) 
PAYLOADS SUPPORTED: NO. 3 REFL & FEEDS, NO. 31, P&R WHEELS 
* ALL SERVICES EXCEPT (14) 18 AWG & (34) 26 AWG 
TSP GO TO PAYLOAD N0.3 
PAYLOAD N0.3 CABLE X-SECTION AREA= 18.08cm2 
Utility Requirements 
I+ PAYLOAD NO. 3 
TRCiNSMlT FEED (SPRING LOADED T O  DEPLOYED POSTnOH) 
RECEIVE FEED (SPRING LOADED TO DEPLOYED POSITION) 
SUBREFLECTOR (SPRING LOADED TO DEPLOYED POSITION) 
MAIN REFLECTOR (LMSC WRAPPED RIB) 
T 
Utility 
Combined 
Weight 
Power 
Distribution 
RADIATOR 1 '1 1 i: 1 36 1 50 1 FO 1 150 1 F L U ~ D  1 2 1 2.5 
LINES 
? 
F 
Qty of 
22 AWG 
TSP 
Services Routing 
Qty 
Pivoted 
Support  
AWG 
Qty of 
26 AWG 
TSP (kgfm) Qty 1 Deg 
Rotating 
Joint  
Qty ( Deg 
i / 
Telescoping 
St ru t  
Fiber Optic o r  
Coax Data 
1 
4i96 ' 2 
Qty 1 AL(m) I AL(rn) 
Other Services 
Type 
' 9 0  
15 
Function Uty 
* 1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Qty 
' 1-6 1 (SEMI- 
Size 
(cm) 
1 2  
1.4 
0.6 
0.7 
DEPLOY- 
ABLE) 
T A S K  11 DATA SHEET - L S S T  U T f L I T I E S  
ALTERNATIVE 1. PLATFORnil NO. 1 (Contd) 
POWER: 100 VDC STRUCTURAL ELEMENT: PIVOTING ARM (F) 
PAY LOADS SUPPORTED: NO. 33, NO. 43, NO. 56, BATTERIES & A S  PROP 
ACS 
- - J  
DOD PAYLOADS 
NO. 33.43, & 56 
PROPELLANT 
CABLE X-SECT AREA (F) = 1132 cm2 
Util i ty 
Cambined 
Weight 
(kg/m) 
Utility 
DEPLOYED I I CORE 
Requirements 
0 -  1 - /Cp- I 
SUPP, 
TRUSS) 
Servias Routing 
Power 
Distribution 
Qty of 
22 AWG 
TSP 
Pivoted 
Support 
Qty f Deg Qty 
6 
Fiber Optic or 
Coax Data 
Qty of 
26 AWG 
TSP 
Rotating Telescoping 
Joint Strut 
Qty I Deg Qty I AL(m) 1 AL(rn) 
Other Services 
AWG 6 1  16 Type Funczion 
4 18 
Qty 
1.3mm 
FO 
RG303 
COAX 
BATVENT 
ACSVENT 
ACS FEED 
1 
8 
Oty 
Size 
(cm) 
1 
1 
2 
1.0 
1.0 
1.Q 
3 . 8  
T A S K  P B  D A T A  S H E E T  - LSST UTJLiTIES 
POWER: 100 VDC 
ALTERNATIVE I, PLATFORM rao. 1 (Contd) 
STRUCTURAL ELEMENT: PIVOTING EXTENDABLE ARMS CG) 
PAYLOADS SUPPORTED: SOLAR ARRAY (PLATFO9M POWER) 
ASTROMAST 
ASTROMAST 
CABLE X-SECT AREA (G) = 5.39 an2 
Utility Requirements 
I # TRANSFER PERFORMED IN STOWED CONDITION. f CORE 1 
Qty of Qty of Fiber Optic or Other Services 
22 AWG 26 AWG Coax Data Size 
TSP TSP Type Qty Function Qty . (crn) 
- . 
6 10 - - - - - 
Power 
Distribution 
Qty 
6 
AWG 
6 



A L T E R N A T I V E  1 
P L A T F O R M  N O ,  2 
Alternative I, Platform No. 2 Wiro Siz111g 
E = 400 VAC; AE 4V 
E = 1R;Power r El 
Assume drop of 1% is permissible, or AE = 2V. 
Assume peak power = 2 X average power, 
Assume redundant hotjground wires, I.e,, 4 wfres/functlon. 
Assume minimum wire size of # I8  AWG, 
P 2P AE Rx- 
R 
AVG POWER  LENGTH.^ E I FOR 1,000 FT 1 =- 
PAY LOAD (FT) (AMPS) (OHMS FORP) (OHMS) AWG # 
#1,1 XMITTER 
#1.1 RECEIVER 
67 
# I  1 
627 MAST 
#27 AXIAL 
SOLAR PANE I-S 
(DBL) 
500 
167 
1200 
300 
I 33 
100 
391 5 
20 
40 
45 
55 
180 
40 
25 
2*50 
0,84 
6,OO 
1,50 
1 0 . 1 7 )  
- 
19.6 
1,6 
4,8 
0,67 
2.67 
24.24 
- 
U,20 
80 
120 
14.8 
48,5 
135 
- 
8.2 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
r n  
10 
18 
Alternative 1 - Platform No. 2 Sorvlcos Compilation 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT A - Consistfng of threa tolescoplng struts and a double pivoting arm 
A3 (8) AWG 19, (8 TSP) AWG 26, (3 COAX) RG 303,2.5 x 5 Wavoguida 
685.5 lb/1,000 it I 1,020 kglm i. 
A2 (1 2) AWG 18,112 TSP) AWG 26, (6 COAX) R G 303, (4 TSP) AWG 22, 
(270) 1'3 mm FO 1,076.8 Ib l l  ,OQO f t  1.603 kglm 
(plus two TSP for A3 telescoping) (8 TSP) AWG 22 
1,221,8 lb11,OOO f t  1,818 kglm 
A1 (12) AWG 18, (12 TSP) AWG 26, (6 COAX) RG 303, (14 TSP) AWG 22, 
(270) 1.3 mm FOS 1,439,3 lb/1,000 f t  = 2.1 42 kglm 
Assumes that (2 TSP) 22 AWG are required for each telesccplng section - may not be necessary, 
Total deployment may be feasible via cable or bc!t drive with only 1 drive motor & fully deployed 
position sensor, i.e,, 2 TSP total, which are'connected a t  the telescoping strut base, 
@ (12) AWG 18,112 TSP) AWG 26/16 COAX1 RG 303, (8 TSPI AWG 22, 
I 
(270) 1.3 rnm FOS 1,221,8 lb11,OOO f t  = 1,818 kglm 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT B - See Data Sheet 
627,l lb11,OOO f t  = 0,933 kglm 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT C - Individual Telescope Drives 
BASE STR WT: 
(4) 18 AWG, (12 TSP) 22 AWG, (29 TSP) 26 GA, (4) 1,3 mm FOS 
908.8 lbl1,OOO f t  = 1.352 kglm 
FOR CABLE ACTIVATED TELESCOPE - See &$;a Sheet -Wire Count 
61 8,9 lb/1,000 f t  = 0,921 kg/m 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT D - See Data Sheet 
142.8 lb/1,000 ft = 0.21 2 kglm 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT E - See Data Sheet 
356.9 lbl1,OOO f t  = 0,531 kglm 
A -22 
T A S K 1 1  DATA SHEET - LSST UTILITIES 
ALTERNATIVE I ,  PLAITFORM NO, 2 
POWER: 400 VDC STRUCTURAL ELEMENT: CENTRAL TELESCOPING M S F  (AL 
PAYLOADS SUPPORTER: NO. 1.1 RECEIVE FEED & SUBREFL* NO. 7. NO- 27 
Utility Requirements 
Power Qty of Qty of Other Sewices 
Distribution 22 AWG 26 AWG Coax Data 
Qty AWG TSP TSP Type Qty Function 
8 18 - 8 RG303 3 FIBER OPTIC 
7 2  18 4 12 R G 3 B  6 FIBER OPT 270 A;j 
12 18 '16 12 RG303 6 FIBEROPT 270 A2 
ACS FEED A3 
5 
i 
to 
W t PAYLOAD NO. 27 HELIX ANTENNA (31, PAYLOAD NO. 7 3 2 HELIX ARRAY t * 1 A3 TELESCOPE 0.76 m STOWED 
TRANSFER 
DIRECTION RECElVE FEED/ A2 - FIXED 
(PIVOTED) 
DEPLOYED 
I 
A1 TELESCOPE 7.65 m 
SUBREFLECTOR 
fPiVOT (21, UNFOLD) 
TRANSMIT FEED 
{PIVOTED) 
- %- 9 - ---- - -  -, - am. - --I- " + 7 - T - T '  -3-mf+-mRP.-947-w. 
T A S K  11 DATA SHEET - LSST UTILITIES 
ALTERNATIVE 1, PLATFORIvli NO. 2 (Contd) 
POWEe- 400 VDC STRUCTURAL ]ELEMENT: PlVOTlNGfiELESCOPlNG ARM IB) 
PAYLOmS SUI'PORfED: NO- 1.1 MAIN REFLECfOR 
CABLE X-SECT AREA (d) = 323 crn2 
MAIN REFUECTOR 
UVlSC WRAPPED RIB 
[PIVOT (3). 1TELESCOPE, POIMT, & UNFURLI 
ha- u &-.e--.-.,'-, , . ---------A - - - /I -- . - 
T A S K  11 DATA SHEET -- LSST UTLLITIES 
ALTERNATIVE 1, PLATFORM NO, 2 [Cantd) 
POWER: 400 VDC STRUCTURRL ELEMENT: CENTRAL TELESCOPlNG ;tMAST (C) 
PAYLOADS SUPPORTED: NO. 11 INTERSATELLITE COMM LINK 
TRW SUNFLOWER A 1 
CABLE X-SEGT AREA (CJ = 3.68 an2 
-
(TELESCOPE (41, UNFOLD, 
*TRANSFER PERFOWED IN STOWED CONDI~ON. 
ROTATE, PIVOT) O W  SEPARATION REQUIRED PRIOR TO DEPLOY&MIT. 
T A S K  11 D A T A  S H E E T  - LSST UTlLlTlES 
- 
ALTERNATlVE 1. PLATFORM NO. 2 (Contd) 
POWER: 400 VDC STRUCTURAL ELEMENT: EXPANDiNG MAST (D) 
PAYLOADS SUPIPORTED: NO- 27 RF INT€ RFEROMETER 
HEklX ANTENNA 
CABLE X-SECT AREA (D3 = 0.86 cm2 
T A S K 1 1  D A T A  SHEET - LSST U T I L I T I E S  
ALTERNATIVE 1, PLATFORM NO. 2 (Contd) 
POWER: 400 VDC STRUCTURAL ELEMENT: PIVOTING ARM (El 
PAY LOADS SUPPORTED: SOLAR ARRAY {PLATFORM POWER) 
n CABLE X-SECT AREA (E) = 247 cm2 
(5 THRUSTERS) t 7 PHoaovol-TAlc ARRAY 
Utility Requirements 
TRA~SFER * 
DIRECTION 
Utility 
Combined 
Weight 
llkglrn) 
-1.272 
Power 
Distribution 
Qty A'ING 
ASTROMAST 
*TRANSFER PERFORMED IN STOWED CONDITION. 
Qty of 
22 AWG 
TSP 
12 
Services Routing 
Pivoted Qty of 
26 AWG 
TSP 
i 0 
Rotating I 
Support 
Telescoping Fiber Optic or 
Coax Data 
Expand Other Services 
Type 
Joint 
Function 
ACS FEED 
(Pty 
I 
Strut 
Qty 
2 
Qty 
Mast Size 
(cm) 
7.0 
AL(m) Deg fQty Qty 
17-7 
(SOLAR 
ARRAY) 
1 
Deg AL(m) 
UNLIM.. 98 1 

A L T E R N A T I V E  1 
P L A T F O R M  N O .  6 
Altornative 1. Platform No. 6 Wlro Sizing 
E 400 VAC; AE = 4 V  
E = 1R;Powor E l  
Assume drop of 1% Is pernilssibls, or AE = 2V. 
Auurno peak power 2 X svarago power. 
Assume redundant liot/ground wires, i.o., 4 wlres/funotion. 
Assume mlnlmum wire sirs of #18 AWG. 
PAY LOAD 
#112 XMlTTER 
#1,2 RECEIVER 
#11 
11 9 
#54 
SOLAR PANELS 
(DBL) 
P 2P I AE AVG POWER  LENGTH^ E R"--i- 
( W) IFT) (AMPS) (OHMS FORPl 
- - -  
R 
FOR 1,000 FT 
(OHMS) AWG # 
--LIII1 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
Altsrnotive 1 - Platform No. 6 Services Compilation 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT A; Consisting of three telescoping struts 
A2 8 (18 AWG), 6 TSP (22 AWG), 33 TSP (26 AWGI, 583 (1.3 rnm FOS) 
1,669.6 lb/1,000 ft = 2,485 kglm 
A1 ' 8 (18 AWG), 12 TSP (22 AWG), 33 TSP (26 AWG), 683 (1.3 mm FOS) 
1,886,9 l b/1,000 f t  2.808 kglm 
FOR CABLE ACTUATED TELESCOPE 
A1 8 (18 AWG), 10 TSP (22 AWG), 33 TSP (26 AWG), 583 (1.3 mm FOS) 
181 4,4 lb/1,000 ft = 2,700 kg/m 
STRUCTURAL COMPQNENT B - See Data Sheet 
482.1 lb/1,000 ft = 0.7 18 kg/m 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT C - See Data Sheet 
829.2 lb/1,000 f t  = 1.234 kglm 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT 0 - See Data Sheet 
51 9.3 lb/1,000 f t  = 0.773 kg/m 
STRUCTURAL COMPONENT E - See Data Sheet 
356.9 l b/1,000 f t  = 0,531 kglm 
T A S K  11 D A T A  S H E E T  - L S S T  U T I L I T I E S  
ALTERNATIVE I, PLATFORM NO, 6 
POWER: 400 VAC STRUCTURA'L ELEMEgT: CENTRAL TELESCOPING M A S  IAI 
PAYLOADS SUPPORTED: NO, 1 2  RECEIVE FEED & SUBREFL, NO, 11 
6RW SUNFLOFER 
(UNFOLD, ROTATE, PIVOTJ 
RECEIVE FEED 
(FIXED TO MAST) 
DlRECTlON A 2  TELESCOPE 1-32 m 
IIEFLECTO R 
ACS 
(4 THRUSTERS) 
TRAINSMIT FEED 
- 
Utility Requirements 
w 
DEPLOYED 
Utility 
Combined 
CABLE X-SECT AREA 
@21= 38.52 
@I) = 39.44 cm2 
Power 
Distribution 
STOWED 
Sewices Routing 
Qty of 
22 AWG 
TSP 
6 
18 
Qty 
8 
8 
Pivoted 
AWG 
18 
18 
Rotating Telescoping Qty of 
26 AWG 
TSP 
33 
33 
Weight Suppoit Joinr Stnrt 
Qty 1 Deg Bty kUm) 1 AL(m) 
Fiber Optic or ( Other Services 
Deg 
+90 
-30 
170 
(kg/m) 
2.485 
3.333 
1 
Coax Data 
Type Qty Qty 
1 
3 
-. 
i-180 
2 3.66 
Function Qty 
FO 
FO 
Size 
(em) 
583 
583 7.0 AC§ FEED 2 
T A S K  11 DATA SHEET - L S S T  U T I L I T I E S  
ALTERNATIVE 1, PLATFQRIM NO. 6 (Contd! 
POWER: 400 VAC STRUCTURAL ELEMENT: PlVOTlNGARM (B) 
PAYLOADS SUPPORTED: NO. 1.2 MAIN R E f  LECTOR 
STOWED 
r 
\ DEPLOYED 
MAllU REFLECTOR 
LMSC WRAPPED RIB 
(PIVOT, POINT (GIMBAL), 
Utility Services Routing 
Combined Pivoted Rotating Telescoping 
Utility Requirements 
UNFURL) 
Power 
CABLE X-SECT AREA (B) = 259 an2 
Qty of 
Distribution 
A 
22 AWG 
TSP 
5 
Qty 
- 
Qty of 
AWG 
- 
26 AWG 
TSP 
21 
Fiber Optic or Other Services 
Coax Data 
Function 
- 
Type 
- 
Oty 
- 
Qty 
- 
Size 
(cm) 
- 
Weight Support, Joint Strut 
(kglm) Qty Deg Qty Deg QtylAL(m) 1 AL{m) 
0.718 - - 

T A S K  11 DATA S H E E T  -- LS;ST UTIL1TIES 
- 
ALTERNATIVE 1, PLATFORM NO. 6 (Contd) 
POWER: 400 VAC STRUCTURAL ELEMENT: PlVOTlNG ARM ID) 
PAY LOADS SUPPQIRTED: NO. 54 EHF SYSTEM 
(PiVOT, POINT [GIMBAL)) 
TRANSFER 
DIRECTION 
CABLE X-SECT AREA ID) = 294 -2 
T A S K  11 DATA SHEET - LSST UTILITIES 
ALTERNATIVE 'I, PLATFORM NO. 6 (Contd) 
POWER: 400 VAC STRUCTURAL IELEMENT: PIVOTING ARM (El 
PAYLOADS SUIaPORTED: SOLAR ARRAY (PLATFORM POWER) 
,PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY 
I Utility Requirements 
ASTROWST 
CABLE X-SECT AREA (El = 220 cm2 
TRANSFER PERFORMED I N  STOWED CONDITION. 
Other Services . Fiber Optic or 
Coax Data 
Power 
Distribution 
(an1 Function Type 
Qty of Qty of 
22 AWG 26 AWG 
Qty Qty Qty TSP AWG 
8 - - 
TSP 
2 16 10 - - 
T A S K  11 D A T A  SHEET - L S S T  U T I L I T I E S  
POWER: 4WVAC 
ALTERNATIVE 7, PLATFORM NO, 6 (Contd) 
STRUCTURAL ELEMENT: PIVOTING MODULE (F) 
PAY LOAIDS SUPPORTED: RADl ATOR (PLATFORM THERM. CONT.) 
Utility Requirements Utility Sewices Routing 
Power Qty of Qty of Fiber Optic o r  Other Servicer Combined Pivated Rotating TeIescoping 
Distribution 22 AWG 26 AWG Coax Data Size Weight Support Strut 
Qty AWG TSP TSP Type ' Qty Function Qty (rm) (kg/m] Qty / Oeg (Qty ( Deg Qty / AL{m) / AL{m) 
4 11 FLUID LINES 2 2.5 1.178 1 90 I 1 I I 
70 150 {RADIATOR PANELS - 13.9 m) 
DEPLOYED 1500 TYI' 
-- 
CABLE XSECT AREA (F) = 1.60 1cm2 I 
* TRANSFER PERFORMED IN STOWED CONDITION 
TRANSFER * 
Df RECTiON 



Altarnative 4, Platform No. 1 Wire Sizing 
E = 400 VAC; AE = 4 V  
E a l R ;  PowermEl 
ASsume drop of 1% i s  permissible, or AE a 2V. 
Assume peak power *L 2 X average power, 
Assume redundant hotlgrcund wires, i.e., i h  wiresJfunction. 
Assume minimum wire size of # I 8  AWG, 
e 
L 
AWG # 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
R 
FOR 1,000 FT 
(ohms) 
45 
8.48 
10,67 
2.2 
0.18 
8,9 
20 
AE 
R"T 
(ohms for ) 
1.8 
1#06 
0,64 
0.2 
0.04 
2.67 
1.2 
P 
I =F 
(amps) ' 
2.25 
3.7 5 
6.25 
20 
90 
1.5 
3,3 
LENQTHJ 
(ft) 
40 
125 
60 
00 
225 
300 
60 
PAY LOAD 
#2,1 
XMITTER 
RECEIVER 
XMITTER ) 25, 
RECEIVER 
IIe 
XMITGR } 
BECEIVER 
t5(9 
SOLAR PANELS 
X M I d l k  ) 
RECEIVER 
# I  2 
RECEIVER 
P 
AVG POWER 
(w) 
450 
750 
1,250 
4,000 
18,000 
(6 busses) 
300 
100 

PLATFORM 
NO, I 
STRUCT, 
ELEMENT 
r\LTERNt\TWE (I 
UTILITY CROSS-SECTION AlIErl REQUIREbIENTS 
OTHER SERVICE 
ST RUCT, 
ELEMENT 
WT 
(kalm) 
(6) 2,5 cm Fluid Linss 
C WIRE 
AREAS 
(In21 
CABLE 
AREA 
(in21 
CABLE 
DlA (in,) 
d ! 
Operational Concept Alternative #4, Platform 1 LSST Utilities Accommodation 
APPENDIX B 
STRENGTH & STIFFNESS DATA 
CEICIIT OF 80031 PER INCH OF LEVCTII VS I3ZV31NC ST?!CTlI 
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ARTICULATED ASTROMAST EQUATION8 
where: w = wdght of boom per unit length 
p = density of boom material 
AP = cross-section& area  of one longeron 
7 
E = Young's modulus 
I = moment of inertia of boom 
R = boom radius 
PCR 2 critical axial load of longeron 
11 = moment of inertia of longeron 
OA-J,LOW = allowable s t ress  of boom material 
7 nn. _ ) - Source: A ~ A  Paper No. 71-396: ttstrength and trnereney af De~hyable Booms for 
Space  application^^^ by R. F. Crawford, Astro-Research corporation, 
Santa Barbara, Cgifornia. 
M = (3.0) R PCR 
where; &I = bending strength of boom 
ARTICULATED ASTROMAST EQUATIONS (Contd) 
Additional data and assumptions used to formulute properties of articulated 
astromasts: 
a. Use G~70/X30 araphite-epoxy in a (0~/124)~ layup. 
b. For the articulated Astrornast, stiffness and strength are not severely re- 
stricted as for the coilable Astromnsi since elements have no stringent l h i -  
tations as to size. A s  a point of reference, the articulated Astromast will be 
sized such that M and w are coinoident wit11 the coilnble supermast Asatromast 
over the range of interest, 
c. An inside diameter of 3/81, will be used for all longitudinal elements. 
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QQA TYPE EXPANDABLE TRUSS EQUATIONS 
where: E = Youtlgts modulus 
AA = Cross-sectional nroa of M a 1  membors 
AT = Cross-sectional area of transverse members 
D = Depth of truss 
